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INTRODUCTION: THE POLYPHONIC NOVEL 

Doktor Faustus is, in a way, a summing-up or syn

thesis of Thomas Mann's life work. The idea for the novel 

lay dormant in Mann's mind for more than forty years, from 

the time of Tonio Kroger, when he made the first brief 

notes for a work involving an artist's pack with the devil, 

to the sudden reemergence of the idea in 1943, after the 

completion of the Joseph cycle. In light of this long 

period of unconscious incubation, and of Mann's long-felt 

expectation that the Faust-novel would be his last work, 

the richness and variety of the material contained in Dok-
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tor Faustus is not surprising. Thematically, the novel 

deals with Germany and Germanness, a theme that had ob-

ssessed Mann from Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen (1919) 

to "Deutschland und die Deutschen" (1945); with the artist-

type, like virtually all of Mann's works, but especially 

those of the period of Faust's conception; and more than 

any other of Mann's works, with art itself. In the sym

bolism of the work, Mann dares to use his country's great

est myth and its greatest poem, making the Faust legend 

representative both of Germany and of the artist. On a 

more literal level, Mann's material includes history, 

music, religion, and philosophy. The characters of the 

1 



novel are at least as varied as those of Buddenbrooks, and 

are much more vividly human than those of Der Zauberberg. 

The diversity of theme and material in Doktor 

Faustus is perhaps best expressed metaphorically, through 

the use of the musical term, polyphony. It is not proposed 

here that the structure of the novel is analagous to any 

specific musical form. Basically speaking, however, poly

phony is the simultaneous presentation of several strands 

of melody in such a way as to create an artistic unity. In 

Doktor Faustus, Thomas Mann achieves such a presentation of 

his subject matter. Various chronological levels and 

possibilities of interpretation, as well as multiple themes 

and strands of plot, are all presented simultaneously, yet 

the novel remains, for all its diversity, astonishingly 

unified in form. In this respect, Doktor Faustus can be 

termed a polyphonic novel. The technique used to create 

such a work is the subject of this thesis. 

In the vast body of critical work on Doktor Faustus, 

the emphasis is on themes; considerations of technique most 

often seek to discover new sources of Mann's montage. How

ever, valuable work has been done on narrative technique, 

most notably by Margrit Henning, whose thesis is that the 

use of the first-person narrator makes possible the pres

entation of the novel's material in a unified artistic 

form. Despite its technically-oriented thesis, Henning's 

wo rk consists largely of thematic interpretation, though 



it does make many useful comments on the role of the nar

rator, especially in providing unity. Furthermore, 

Henning's monograph suffers from the same problem that 

much Mann criticism displays—too often, the Anglo-American 

critic does not know what his German counterpart is doing, 

and vice-versa. Henning, for example, makes no mention of 

Wayne Booth's significant contribution to the theory of nar-

4 
ration. Likewise, Konrad Gaier's summary of theories of 

5 
the narrator mentions only critics who wrote in German. 

One goal of this study is to bridge the linguistic and geo

graphical gap, bringing critical insights from both lan

guages to a consideration of Doktor Faustus. 

Unlike the work of Henning and numerous others, 

this thesis does not analyze Zeitblom's character or at

tempt to determine what he may represent; nor does it seek 

to interpret the contrastive relationship between Zeitblom 

and Leverkiihn. Considerations of the novel's themes are 

avoided as nearly as possible, because thirty-five years of 

critical work have produced a fairly thorough thematic in

terpretation. Instead, the goal of this study is to ex

amine the structural and technical effects of the presence 

of Zeitblom, a narrator who is also a character. In the 

first chapter, Zeitblom's function as a narrator is ana

lyzed in terms of various theories of narration, in par

ticular that of Wayne Booth. The second chapter explores 



Zeitblom's function is creating the complex temporal struc

ture of the novel. In the third chapter, Zeitblom's ironic 

function is investigated. Traditionally, Zeitblom is re

garded as a victim of the novel's ironies; his role as an 

ironic writer in his own right has been overlooked. Fi

nally, the fourth chapter is a consideration of Zeitblom's 

role in unifying and artistically shaping the diverse, 

polyphonic structure of Doktor Faustus. In general, it 

will be seen that one of Mann's most important devices for 

creating a polyphonic novel is the narrating character, 

Serenus Zeitblom. 



CHAPTER I 

THE NARRATING CHARACTER 

Theories of narration are a vital aspect of modern 

analyses of novelistic structure. Critics have developed 

the idea that, even in a third-person text,a narrator— 

defined as "the mind through which the fiction is recounted 

to the reader" —may exist separately from the author. 

"[M]ost tales are presented as passing through the con

sciousness of a teller, "writes Wayne Booth, whose The 

Rhetoric of Fiction is probably the most thorough dis

cussion of narration that Anglo-American criticism has 

produced. When a dramatized first-person narrator is used, 

the distinction between author and narrator becomes much 

clearer and more obvious than with other types of narrators. 

Booth describes several degrees of dramatization. The most 

fully dramatized narrators are "characters who are as vivid 
3 

as those they tell about." Serenus Zeitblom, the narrator 

of Doktor Faustus, is obviously of this type. When a nar

rator is as fully dramatized as Zeitblom, the seperation of 

author and narrator becomes so obvious that the author dis

appears from the novel, and the narrator becomes "a dis-

9 
tinct character with a distinct interest m the story." 

Zeitblom's dual existence as both character and narrator is 



extremely important to his function in the novel. 

In considering Zeitblom's function, one must keep 

in mind the basic pretense of Doktor Faustus—that it is 

not a novel by Thomas Mann, but a biography by Serenus 

Zeitblom. Zeitblom is a retired teacher. Educated and 

intelligent, though certainly no genius, he was a lifelong 

friend of Adrian Leverkiihn, a brilliant composer whose bi

ography Zeitblom now writes. His sources are his memory, 

whose muse he invokes in a quotation from Dante, and a few 

documents which Adrian has left him. The pretense of bi

ography is a form of the traditional pretense that the nar

rator has witnessed what he relates, a pretense common to 

the inner narrations of numerous frame stories, such as 

Clemens Brentano's Die Geschichte vom braven Kasperl und 

dem schonen Annerl, and many novels. Zeitblom's use of 

private documents is also typical of the traditional wit

ness pretense. Originally, the witness pretense was a 

device for achieving verisimilitude, developed in "an age 

when the novel had to fight for its place by pretending to 

be fact." Mann's use of such a traditional technique of 

verisimilitude in an age when novels are commonly accepted 

simply as novels seems to call attention to the ficti-

tiousness. This use of the pretense contributes to making 

art a theme in the novel. Whether or not the pretense is 

used to question ironically the potentialities of pure 



invention, as Eva Schaper claims, it is certainly one way 

in which Faustus is a self-conscious work of art. That 

one reads the work as biography, but with the full reali

zation that it is a novel, is a paradox which creates 

irony when the reader's acceptance of the pretense clashes 

with his knowledge that the novel is fiction. 

A common, if unsophisticated, reaction to the 

traditional use of the witness pretense for verisimilitude 

is to insist that the technique is unrealistic, because 

Huck Finn or Marlowe or Zeitblom could not possibly remem

ber the details each describes. Hermann Weigand falls 

victim to this fallacy of realism when he claims that 

12 
Zietblom's narrative contains unheard-of feats of memory. 

While it is indeed unexpected for a person to recall verba

tim whole conversations of long ago, a narrator is not a 

real person, but a "highly conventional figure, to whom 

the convention of narration allows, on occasion and depend

ing on the particular case, the ability to read other 

people's minds, to be present during conversations which 

could not have been overheard, to show extraordinary powers 

of memory, and so on." Because Zeitblom is both charac

ter and narrator, he can be presented completely realisti

cally as a person in the novel, yet retain the abilities 

conventionally granted to narrators. 

Not every narrator is endowed by his author with 

all the powers allowed by convention. Of these 
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conventional abilities, dramatized first-person narrators 

are generally granted only fantastic memories. Zeitblom, 

certainly, is restricted to "he said" rather the "he 

thought." Zeitblom can relate only that which he either 

witnessed directly or was informed about by someone who was 

an eye witness. When Zeitblom relates scenes between 

Clarissa Rodde and her lover, he does not, as Weigand as-

14 serts, exceed his limitations. He describes the events 

based on "allem, was wir spater in Erfahrung gebracht." ^ 

The use of "wir" suggests Zeitblom's role as a trusted 

friend of the Rodde family, who would naturally share the 

information slowly revealed to the family after the tragedy 

through letters left behind and comments of friends of the 

deceased. In such cases, when Zeitblom relates scenes he 

did not directly witness, he does not relate anything he 

may not reasonably be expected to have been told about. 

Though Zeitblom may invent details of dialogue, it must 

always be possible for the essential content of the scene 

to have been related to him. The limits to Zeitblom's 

powers as a narrator are consistently enforced. 

These limitations stem directly from Zeitblom's 

existence as a character in the world of the novel. As a 

narrator, he enjoys the conventional gift of great memory; 

as a person in the fictitious world, he can only be aware 

of that which he has experienced or been informed of. All 



novels create a fictitious world, which is reality for the 

characters, while for the reader it is a fictive microcosm 

containing only a representative sample of reality. There

fore, Zeitblom, who is strictly a creature of the novelis

tic world, is bound to remain at a lower level of awareness 

than the author and the reader, both of whom are aware, as 

Zeitblom is not, that the world of the novel is fictitious. 

For example, Mann has said he was careful not to mention 

16 
Nietzche in the novel. Arnold Schonberg likewise does 

not appear. In effect, these historical figures do not 

exist in the world of the novel; so, it is impossible for 

Zeitblom to see parallels between Nietzche or Schonberg and 

Leverkiihn, which are obvious to the reader who is acquainted 

with them- Nietzche's tragedy and Schonberg's music do not 

remain historical facts, but become integral elements of 

the novel, no longer distinguishable from any other part of 

17 the novel's reality. Zeitblom is a narrator who tells 

the reader about the fictive world, though as a character 

he exists entirely within its bounds. Although Zeitblom 

is the reader's only source of information about the 

novelistic world, the reader is able to compare the fic

tive world to the reader's world and thereby reach a much 

higher level of understanding than does Zeitblom. 

It is important to remember that the fictive world 

of which Zeitblom is a part was created by Thomas Mann. 
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Zeitblom can describe the fictitious reality, but he can

not invent anything. Thus, if the bones of Otto III have 

been moved from Aachen to the fictitious Kaisersaschern, 

18 

Mann has moved them. if Frau Schweigestill is a talka

tive Bavarian, it is because Mann made her that way. If 

Zeitblom finds himself unable to complete a sentence, it 

is because Mann gave him certain limitations as a writer. 

The obvious distinction between Mann and the creator of 

the fictive world and Zeitblom as a part of that world must 

be carefully kept in mind in examinations of the structure 

of Doktor Faustus. For example, in the first chapter, 

Zeitblom apologizes for having introduced the Faust theme 

too early and too bluntly, rather than unobtrusively hint

ing at it, as Leverkiihn would have done. Of course, Zeit

blom is actually accomplishing what he says he is incapable 

of—subtly introducing the theme—and his unawareness is 

ironic. More directly, his apology itself announces that 

problems of artistic creation are a theme in the novel. In 

a further irony, what is still a problem for Zeitblom has 

already been solved by Mann. The narrator's supposed 

error is used by the author to introduce subtly the Faust 

theme. Paradoxically and ironically, Zeitblom's statement 

19 
of the problem is also Mann's solution of it. Because 

such commentary makes the creation of the work itself a 

part of the subject matter, the theme of art becomes 

^ • 20 obvious. 
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In addition to being fully dramatized as a char

acter, Zeitblom belongs to that type of narrator quintes-

sentially represented by Tristram Shandy: his constant 

digressions indicate that he is self-conscious, aware of 

himself as a writer. Henri Fluchere describes digression 

as an instrument for capturing an elusive reality, for 

exploring the "secret domains of space and time, of knowl-

21 edge and mystery." Though based on Tristram Shandy, this 

description applies equally well to Doktor Faustus. In 

later chapters, the role of digression in establishing the 

novel's time structure, creating irony, and controlling 

narrative flow will be examined. Zeitblom's comments often 

function, in ways of which he is unaware, to illuminate 

some thematic or structural aspect of the novel. As E. 

Bond Johnson writes, such digressions on the problems of 

writing "permit the representation of an ambiguous and 

complex image of reality," which is one of Mann's goals in 

22 Doktor Faustus. 

Zeitblom is a dramatized, self-conscious narrator; 

that is, he is a full-fledged character in the novel who 

also narrates the story to the reader. Mann uses the 

narrating character to create and control a complex re

lationship involving the author, the subject matter, and 

the reader. Before his relationship can be explored, each 

of its members must be precisely defined. The reader, for 
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the purposes of this study, may be simply assumed to be the 

person reading the book. The subject matter, der Stoff, 

has been defined by Wolfgang Kayser as "was auSerhalb eines 

literarischen Werkes in eigener Uberlieferung lebt und nun 

auf seinen Inhalt gewirkt hat."^^ Thus, while the plot of 

Doktor Faustus centers on a young composer's pact with the 

devil and its results, the subject matter includes the 

Faust archetype, the problems of modern art, much of the 

social, philosophical, and art history of Germany since the 

Middle Ages, and even the problems faced in creating the 

novel. 

The author, in Booth's theory, is not the individu

al, Thomas Mann, but rather an author whom the reader per

ceives through the novel. The Mann inferred by the reader 

of Faustus may differ from the Mann implied by, for example, 

der Tod in Venedig. From the style, tone, and technique, 

together with the symbolism and the "moral and emotional 

content of each bit of action and suffering of all the 

characters," the reader develops a mental image of the 

author. Wayne Booth uses the term "implied author" to 

describe the image of the author that the reader infers 

from the text. The implied author is the picture that the 

author gives of himself, consciously or not, through every 

line of his creation, and it is clearly separate from the 

actual person who puts words to paper. Each work of the 
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"real" author may imply a different personality, in the 

same way that a person may project an image appropriate to 

his surroundings by altering the language and style of his 

25 letters or speech. Interestingly, Kate Friedemann, 

writing some fifty years before Booth, mentioned a similar 

idea, when she explained that the term "Erzahler schlecht-

hin" did not mean the actual human author, but an observ

ing medium, through which the perception of the world is 

symbolized. In a footnote she added that the individuality 

of the author becomes an inseparable part of the literary 

26 

work. Her theoretical transformation of the writer into 

a structural part of the literary work seems to presage 

Booth's theory of the implied author. 

Carrying Booth's theory a step further, E. Bond 

Johnson explains the relationships among implied author, 

subject matter, narrator, and reader in terms of the re

lative amount of knowledge each possesses about the subject 

matter: 
Controlling intelligence [Johnson's term for "implied 
author"] signifies the author as he is shaping his 
fiction, but beyond that it signifies the logic of the 
successfully completed fiction in which the discernible 
patterning controls the reader's comprehension of the 
work. The controlling intelligence acts to establish 
a plateau of awareness to which the reader aspires in 
his experience of the work.22 

Johnson's most important addition to Booth's theory is the 

idea of the plateau of awareness at which the controlling 

intelligence or implied author exists. Johnson's 
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demonstration of the knowledge gap between implied author 

and narrator clearly refutes John Ellis's attack on the 

term, implied author, as "somehow only a confusion of 

28 author and narrator." The abstraction implied author 

also evades psychological questions as to whether authorial 

composition is entirely conscious. The abstract version of 

the author, which controls every aspect of composition, can 

be assumed to possess all possible knowledge about its own 

creation; that is, to exist at the plateau of awareness. 

(Since implied author is cumbersome, author will sometimes 

be used in this study, when the reference is clearly to the 

implied author.) 

Proceeding on the assumption that the implied au

thor is "in a sense omniscient" about the story, one sees 

that "the narrator he creates may be relatively unaware of 

29 
the whole shape of the story and of its values." It is 

also possible for narrators to be just as omniscient as 

the author, in which case they are "dramatized spokesmen 

for the implied author." A famous example is Tom Jones, in 

which Henry Fielding makes himself "a dramatized character 

to whom we react as we react to other characters." How

ever, Zeitblom is not a direct spokesman for the author, 

like the narrator of Tom Jones, but an independent char

acter who is part of the action of the novel. Like any 

other narrator who narrates events which have already 
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occurred, Zeitblom is aware of the general shape of the 

story, but as a character for whom the fictitious world is 

reality, he cannot be fully aware of the symbols and ironies 

which are inherent in the composition of that world: he 

exists "at a considerable remove from the plateau of aware-
..31 

ness. Booth refers to such lack of awareness "for want 

of better terms" as "unreliability." In such cases, "the 

narrator is mistaken, or he believes himself to have qual-
32 ities which the author denies him." Johnson's theory of 

the plateau of awareness provides an excellent explanation, 

if not a better term, for this "unreliability." 

Since the narrator transmits all of the reader's 

knowledge about the fictitious world, it might seem logical 

that the reader could not possibly know more than the nar

rator. However, because the reader observes the fictive 

world from the outside and is aware that it is fictitious, 

he is usually more fully aware of the meaning of the novel 

than is the narrator. Johnson expresses these relative 

degrees of awareness diagrammatically. 

B 
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G 
I 
N 
N 
I 
N 
G 

V 

^ , V _ 

Controlling Intel
ligence (implied 
author) 

Reader 

Narrating Conscious
ness . . . .33 

^\ 
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The narrator's knowledge level always remains far below 

the plateau of awareness. The reader enters the work at 

a level above the narrator but well below the plateau of 

awareness. During the reader's experience of the text, he 

develops "an increasingly accurate perception of reality," 

which, by the end of the novel, allows him to achieve "a 

state of awareness close to that established by the con-

34 trolling intelligence." 

Wolfgang Heinz Schober analyzes the relationship of 

subject matter, author, narrator, and reader in terms of 

general communications theory, explaining the awareness 

gaps among the members of that relationship as "distor-

35 tions." He describes four levels of distortion, each one 

resulting from a greater degree of distance from the sub

ject matter. As soon as an author adopts reality as a 

material for fiction, the first distortion of the material 

appears, for the author's perception of reality is colored 

by his personal world view. Further, the author cannot 

present reality exactly as he perceives it: he must use 

a particular language, or code, which binds him to its 

limits of expression. The author deliberately establishes 

the third level of distortion, when he creates a narrator, 

who presents the reality of the novel from a specific nar

rative position. This perspective of the narrator is a 

conscious artistic device, through which the novel distin

guishes itself from the autobiographical report. The final 
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distortion involves the reader, whose perception of the 

subject is determined partly by the compatibility of his 

code with the author's code, and partly by the reader's 

own experiences and beliefs. These distortions occur in 

any fictive text, but are especially obvious when the nar

ration is "intentional," that is, when the narrator re

flects on his own narration, as does Zeitblom. Schober 

develops a sort of equation of the narrative process, in 

which the variables are the various levels of distortion: 

(ARe • S) -> D(E) > (LRe)R 

From reality as he perceives it—Autorrelitat(ARe)--the 

author selects his subject matter—Stoff(S). The author 

then uses the narrator—Erzahler(E)—who has his own per

spective, to create a literary work—Dichtwerk(D). The 

reader, limited by his reality--Leserrealitat(LRe), re

ceives the author's message, recognizing and appreciating 

36 
the work of art—Rezeption(R). 

In Schober's analysis, four perceptions of reality 

occur simultaneously: the author's perception of reality, 

the author's presentation of reality as limited by his 

language, the narrator's presentation of reality as indi-

cated by his language, and, finally, the reader's percep

tion of the novel's reality, conditioned by his own lan

guage and world view. While these four levels of percep

tion might be discernible in any novel, their existence is 

^ 
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made especially obvious when a dramatized narrator, with 

his perception, appears in the foreground of the novel. 

The ironic presentation of such a narrator emphasizes the 

difference between his level of perecption and those of 

the implied author and the reader. This use of Zeitblom 

as a medium through which the author gains distance is a 

commonplace of critical work on Doktor Faustus. The con

trast between Zeitblom and Leverkiihn prevents the narrator 

37 from fully understanding his subject. In this way, the 

narrator's natural lack of comprehension in comparison to 

the implied author is dramatized, and the levels of aware

ness described by Johnson become an active element in the 

novel. The reader is aware that the narrator's understand

ing is faulty; therefore, he is encouraged to look further 

—to seek the author's perception, to comtemplate his own. 

Thus, the novel simultaneously presents different views of 

reality. 

The primary effects of the use of the dramatized, 

first-person narrator, Serenus Zeitblom, in Doktor Faustus 

may be summarized as follows. Because he is not an omnis

cient narrator, but a character in the novelistic world, 

Zeitblom does not understand the novel's reality as 

thoroughly as do the reader and the implied author. 

Zeitblom and similar character-narrators have a limited 

perception, because the fictive world, which is reality for 
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the characters in it, is for the reader and the implied 

author a fictitious microcosm to be manipulated or ana

lyzed. The situation in which the implied author, the 

reader, and the narrator exist at differing degrees of 

awareness is made obvious by the dramatization of the 

narrator. At the same time, Zeitblom's comfortable con

ventionality acts as a medium between the reader and the 

"much more alien" Leverkiihn, while making the distance 

between the reader and the theme a part of the novel's 

3 8 

structure. Most importantly, perhaps, the narrator re

places the author in the novel, allowing the author to 

remove himself completely from his work. This distance 

allows Mann the ability to manipulate carefully every 

element of the fictive world, including its presentation 

to the reader through the narrator, in order to present 

his subject matter polyphonically. 



CHAPTER II 

THE POLYPHONY OF TIME 

Perhaps the most fundamental of the great poly

phonies of Doktor Faustus is the polyphony of time. Mann's 

use of the narrating character produces a complex multiple 

time structure, which not only is largely responsible for 

establishing the symbolic triangular relationship of 

Leverkiihn, Germany, and Faust, but has other important ef

fects as well. The importance of the time structure can be 

inferred from the fact that Zeitblom announces the exact 

date on which he begins to write, and makes frequent ref

erence throughout the novel to the time at which he writes. 

Further, Zeitblom, in a digression concerning the time 

structure of his own book, describes the three time levels 

involved: 

Ich wei3 nicht, warum diese doppelte Zeitrechnung meine 
Aufmerksamkeit fesselt, und weshalb es mich drangt, auf 
sie hinzuweisen: die personliche und die sachliche, 
die Zeit, in der der Erzahler sich fortbewegt, und die, 
in welcher das Erzahlte sich abspielt. (XXV, 342) 

The two time levels which Zeitblom describes as "die Zeit 

, in welcher . . . " and "die, iiber welche ich 

schreibe" (XXVI, 342) are known in German literary criti

cism as erazhlte Zeit—narrated time, the time of the 

events described--and Erzahlzeit--narrative time, the 

20 
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time of the narration itself. The interplay between 

erzahlte Zeit and Erzahlzeit is the most obvious element of 

the extremely complex time-structure of Doktor Faustus. 

This structure can be examined in two ways: first, as a 

parallelization of narrated time and time of narration; 

second, as a combination and manipulation of various his

torical times which have a symbolic value. 

Zeitblom exercises an important function in creat

ing the parallel time-structure and in giving it meaning. 

To some extent, he does this consciously, in ways made 

possible by his viewpoint or epic situation; at other times, 

Zeitblom is used in ways of which he, as a character, can

not be aware. The fact that the narrator is describing 

events from which he is separated by time allows him to be 

aware of the dichotomy between "gesetzten Handlungen und 

deren spateren Folgen," as Wolfgang Heinz Schober points 

out. Schober adds that this effect is stronger when the 

39 narrator has a specific personality, as in Doktor Faustus. 

Bertil Romberg also stresses the importance of a clearly 

defined, late epic situation, which leads to a "natural 

dualism in the figure of the narrator, who both experiences 

40 and narrates." Such an epic situation directly creates 

a double time structure, in which both the time of the 

events and the time of the narration are fully dramatized 

aspects of the fiction. In Doktor Faustus, this time 

\ 
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structure illuminates the relationship between Leverkiihn' s 

destiny and the collapse of Germany in Nazism. The epic 

situation Romberg describes is inherent in the basic pre

tense of the novel—that Zeitblom is writing a biography 

some years after the death of its subject. This situation 

creates a viewpoint which is neither that of a third-person 

novel nor that of an autobiographical first-person narra

tion. Instead, Zeitblom is twice removed from his subject. 

First, he is describing the life of another person, albeit 

a much-admired close friend. The life of Leverkiihn, as 

observed and interpreted by Zeitblom, is not the life of 

Leverkiihn as experienced by the composer. Nor it is the 

life of Leverkiihn as Zeitblom originally perceived it; for 

the second distancing factor is time—the gap between nar

rated time and the time of narration. As Harald Vogel 

explains: 

Die biographische Erzahlsituation bewirkt eine Distanz 
aur Zeitebene Leverkiihns. Der fiktive Erzahler in der 
Person Zeitbloms vermag sowohl von der Vergangenheits-
stufe als auch von der Erzahlgegenwart aus die 
Lebensschilderung zu gestalten und kritisch zu beleuch-
ten. 41 

Mann's initial decision to have Zeitblom tell the story 

after Leverkiihn' s death makes the distance between narrated 

time and time of narration an integral and obvious part of 

the novel. The parallel time structure has several im

portant results. 
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Arising from the parallel levels of narrated time 

and narrative time are two similarly parallel narrative 

perspectives—the limited perspective from which Zeitblom 

originally viewed events; and the expanded perspective, 

from which he looks back with hindsight as he writes.^^ 

The limited perspective is that of the "erlebendes Ich"--

the Zeitblom who experiences the events of the novel at the 

level of the narrated time. This perspective allows the 

narrator to impart to the reader a feeling of contempor

aneity. At the same time, it allows Zeitblom to report 

the events as he originally perceived them, as they origi

nally affected him, freeing the narrator from the duty of 

43 
commenting. The broader perspective is that of the 

"erzahlendes Ich"--the Zeitblom whose narration of the 

events takes place at the level of narrative time. This 

perspective allows Zeitblom to select, interpret, and 

comment: to emphasize, for example, the satanic elements 

(Kumpf and SchlepfuB) in Leverkiihn' s university experiences, 

which did not directly affect Leverkiihn' s life, but do shed 

44 
important light on later developments. 

Actually, the limited perspective is only a 

theoretical position for Zeitblom. It is a position 

he can briefly pretend, but never actually adopt. 

Despite asserting that the limited perspective is the 

norm in Chapters III-XXIV, while the larger prespective 
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dominates chapters XXVI-XLVII, Margrit Henning admits that 

the two points-of-view are inseparable, because the facts 

which are presented from the narrower perspective are 

nevertheless selected from the broader viewpoint."^ The 

expanded perspective is inherent in Zeitblom's epic situa

tion, which is, in turn, the basic pretense of the novel. 

Since Zeitblom, as a biographer, describes past events, 

from which he is separated by time and personality, sub

jectivity is an intrinsic result of his narrative position. 

Because he looks back with hindsight at the phenomena he 

describes, Zeitblom is both able to interpret consciously 

and compelled to interpret unconsciously. For example, 

when Zeitblom comments on the crystal flowers that Adrian's 

father made, remarking that they were not at all humorous, 

and that such things are not for men to toy with, he is, 

obviously, consciously interpreting. On the other hand, 

when he relates Adrian's reaction (laughter), he does not 

comment at all; still, the mere fact that he considers the 

reaction worthy of mention is interpretation on his part 

of what was important in Adrian's life. Although Zeitblom's 

decision to relate the incident may be conscious, the simple 

fact of his recalling such an event from childhood indicates 

an unconscious interpretation process that takes place con

tinuously as he writes. This interpretative ability is 

described by Vogel as: 
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die Moglichkeit des Biographen Zeitblom, sich auf die 
Zeitebene Adrians als Ahnender zu stellen und die 
Verschleierung zu betonen und zugleich aus der Erzahl-
distanz vorzeitig und nachzeitig die Zusammenhange zu 
enthiillen und kommentierend zu analysieren.'^^ 

Whether Zeitblom, regarded as a character, has made a con

scious decision to manipulate the time structure in this 

manner and subjectively interpret Leverkiihn' s life is an 

unanswerable question. What is important to remember is 

that, even considered strictly as a character, Zeitblom can 

and must interpret, even if unaware that he is doing so. 

Hence, every detail of the novel is presented through a 

subjective medium. 

In her analysis of Zeitblom's treatment of Lever

kiihn 's trip to Pressburg, Henning contends that only from 

the broadened perspective is Zeitblom capable of commenting 

and interpreting—of positing, for example, the existence 

of love in the Adrian-Esmeralda relationship, and referring 

to Adrian as "der vom Pfeil des Schicksals Getroffene" 

4 8 (XIX, 207). This assertion is unquestionable, but its 

importance fades in light of the fact that the Zeitblom of 

the original experiences never addresses the reader. In 

the analysis of the Pressburg trip, as elsewhere, one hears 

instead the laments and excuses of the Zeitblom who nar

rates subjectively from the extended perspective. Even if 

he wrote about such incidents immediately after they 

occurred, he would not report the events exactly as he 
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experienced them, but would already be detached enough to 

report subjectively—to defend or bewail Leverkiihn' s ac

tions. In fact, Zeitblom cannot write biography from the 

limited perspective; for biography requires, by definition, 

distance through time from its subject. 

Zeitblom can appear as erlebendes Ich only by adopt

ing a novelistic approach, and describing events as he ex

perienced them, with photographic objectivity. According 

to Jacqueline Viswanathan, Zeitblom adopts the limited per

spective in this way for the climactic scene--the "Oratio 

Fausti ad Studiosus." The biographical pretense is momen

tarily abandoned, and, though Zeitblom is not replaced as 

narrator, he withdraws to the background, becomes "un-

dramatized," and becomes simply a medium for transmission 

of the scene. The juxtaposition of the characters' utter

ances during this scene with the narrator's commentary 

elsewhere reveals erroneous judgments in Zeitblom's inter-

49 pretation of the characters' personality and behavior. 

In this scene, according to Viswanathan, such errors of 

interpretation on the part of the narrator become obvious. 

Failing to perceive or understand the demonic element in 

Adrian's life, Zeitblom assumes that adrian intends only to 

introduce his latest work. More important than interpreta

tive failure are the emotional shortcomings revealed by the 

narrator in the climactic scene. In Viswanathan's analysis, 
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Zeitblom's failure to come immediately to the aid of his 

unconscious friend indicates a lack of sensitivity and 

human understanding, and reflects a fundamental flaw in the 

narrator's humanistic world view, which does not allow com

prehension of the darker, more demonic areas of Adrian's 

-, • ̂  50 personality. Viswanathan is accurate in pointing out 

the importance of the shift in perspective in enabling the 

reader to perceive the narrator's failure to understand 

fully the hero's personality. However, an examination of 

the scene in question shows that the perspectival shift is 

not as formal and complete as the critic claims. 

The "oratio" takes up most of the final chapter. 

Zeitblom begins with a brief, smooth transition from the 

preceding chapter's analysis of Dr. Fausti Weheklag to the 

description of the bringing together of Adrian's friends 

and acquaintances. Then, he devotes almost a page to his 

misgivings about the gathering, beginning with: "Mir, ich 

bekenne es, war bei der ganzen Veranstaltung nicht wohl zu 

Mute" (XLVII, 666). After this digression, in mid-para

graph, comes the sentence: "Und so begab ich mich denn an 

jenem Samstagnachmittag mit Helenen nach Miinchen . . . " 

(XLVII, 667). From this point to the end of the chapter, 

there is no more digression and virtually no commentary. 

Zeitblom devotes four pages to a description of the 

arriving guests; once Adrian begins to speak, approximately 
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fifty-five percent of the lines are his words, directly 

quoted; the remainder is primarily straightforward report

ing of the reactions of the guests. This directness of 

presentation leads Viswanathan to conclude that the scene 

is narrated strictly from the limited viewpoint of the 

narrated time of erlebendes Ich. Actually, however, while 

Zeitblom does emphasize the limited perspective in this 

scene, he does not altogether abandon the broader perspec

tive. Even while relating the scene almost exclusively as 

it appeared to him when it happened, Zeitblom nevertheless 

reminds the reader of his narrative position. For example, 

he writes "wie mir anfangs schien," and he mentions 

Leverkiihn' s peculiarities of speech before he quotes them 

(XLVII, 670). When Zeitblom muses about what he perhaps 

should have done ("vielleicht hatte ich einschreiten . . . 

sollen" (XLVII, 673), he again briefly departs from the 

limited perspective, and speaks from a broader, later point 

of view, from which reflection is possible. 

Although the perspectival unity of the climactic 

scene is not as great as Viswanathan claims, it is true 

that Zeitblom narrates in a relatively straightforward, 

dramatic manner, with a minimum of commentary, not only the 

"oratio" but also other important scenes--for example, the 

murder in the streetcar. The juxtaposition of reporting 

of events and extensive commentary allows the reader to 
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compare his own interpretation of the events with that of 

the narrator, and thereby gain deeper understanding of the 

novel's theme. 

In this analysis, the parallel perspectives are as 

important thematically as the parallel time levels which 

produce them. The extended perspective is a natural result 

of the pretense of biography: any biographer is able, 

indeed required, to select and interpret the facts of his 

subject's life. It is because Zeitblom is also a character 

that he can move from one time level and viewpoint to an

other, presenting novelistically certain events he has 

witnessed, while narrating the bulk of the novel from the 

extended viewpoint. Again, Zeitblom's dual function as 

narrating character brings about important results. 

The existence of parallel perspectives is an im

portant result of the dual time structure in Doktor Faustus. 

Equally important is the symbolic effect of the chrono

logical parallelism. Mann comments in Die Sntstehung des 

Doktor Faustus that the fact that author and narrator 

begin writing on the same day is indicative of the 

"eigentiimlich Wirkliche" which permeates the entire novel. 

The narrator relates the fictive inner world of the novel 

52 
to the events of the real world at the time of writing. 

By letting Zeitblom start writing on the day on which Mann 

actually began to write, the author makes the 
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historical-political environment of the narrative time a 

part of the novel, thereby establishing the symbolic paral

lel between Leverkiihn and Germany. As Volker Hage points 

out, a fictitious narrator was necessary for the effect, 

53 since the real author wrote the novel in America. The 

fact that the writing times of the real author and of the 

narrator do not remain synchronous is easily explained by 

the fact that Thomas Mann—slov^ed considerably by major 

surgery—needed longer to write than did Zeitblom. 

Zeitblom tells of the end of the war in passages which Mann 

wrote late in 1945 and in 1946. These chapters—XLVI, 

XLVII--also describe the final collapse of Leverkiihn; the 

"Nachschrift," written by Zeitblom just after V-E bay, 

describes Leverkiihn' s death. If Mann had continued to pre

tend that Zeitblom was writing at the same time Mann was, 

the parallel between Leverkiihn' s collapse and Germany's 

53 

destruction would have been lost. Mann evidently con

sidered the Leverkiihn-Germany parallel more important than 

anything he could have gained by continuing the pretense 

that Zeitblom was writing at the same time Mann was. In

deed, he writes in Die Entstehung: 

Was ich durch die Einschaltung des Narrators 
gewann, war aber vor allem die Moglichkeit, die 
Erzahlung auf doppelter Zeitebene spielen zu lassen, 
die Erlebnisse, welche den Schreibenden erschiittern, 
wahrend er schreibt, polyphon mit denen zu ver-
schranken, von denen er berichtet, also daB sich das 
Zittern seiner Hand aus den Vibrationen ferner 
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Bombeneinschlage und aus inneren Schrecknissen zwei-
deutig und auch wieder eindeutig erklart.5 5 

Clearly, Mann regarded the parallel time structure, which 

the use of the narrator allows, as one of the most impor

tant structural aspects of the novel. The symbolic ef

fects of this parallelization are extremely important to 

the development of the themes of the novel. Because 

Leverkiihn's fate is symbolically parallel to that of 

Germany, his Faustian pact with the devil becomes symbolic 

of Germany's historical fate. As Vogel points out, the re

lationship of the Faust-symbolism to Germany—the politi

cal-symbolic meaning of Leverkiihn ' s life—becomes obvious 

through the narrative structure of the novel, specifically 

56 
the parallel chronologies. 

According to Vogel, the relation of the historical 

background to the biography is only indirectly indicated 

before Chapter XXVIII; direct indication begins about 1914 

with the conversations of the KridwiB circle, in which the 

two contemporary developments—the fulfillment of Adrian's 

destiny and Germany's turn toward destruction in World War 

J J are parallelled.^"^ At this time, Leverkiihn has already 

sealed his pact with the devil, withdrawn to the 

Schweigestill farm, and made the Faustian "visits" to the 

heavens and the depths of the sea. German nationalism is 

rapidly leading to the first World War, and the most un

pleasant political opinions of what Zeitblom calls "die 
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neue Welt der Anti-Humanitat" are being expressed by Dr. 

Chaim Breisach in the KridwiS circle. The destinies of 

Leverkiihn and Germany have both been sealed. From this 

point onward (somewhat less than the second half of the 

novel), the disasters in Leverkiihn' s life (the deaths of 

Clarissa Rodde, Rudi Schwerdtfeger, and Nepomuk, and the 

increasingly demonic element in Leverkiihn' s work) form an 

increasingly tragic parallel to the decline and fall of 

Germany, until all of the developments climax in Dr. Fausti 

Weheklag, Leverkiihn' s collapse, and the destruction of the 

Third Reich. As the stories of Leverkiihn and Germany near 

their conclusion, the events of the two time levels become 

so thoroughly interwoven that the effect on the reader is 

that of a continual intensification of the feeling of 

tragedy. 

The major parallel elements of the time structure 

are not simply Leverkiihn and Germany, but in a broader 

sense, the narrated time of the musician's life story and 

the time of narration. This double time structure allows 

parallels to be drawn between developments and events on 

each of two levels. The most obvious such parallel is the 

one drawn between Leverkiihn and Germany, but there are 

others. More broadly speaking, the narrated time repre

sents European culture and Mann's experience of it from the 
58 

fin de siecle to the thirties. The time of narration is 
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the collapse of that culture in the final stages of World 

War II—"a continuous reference to the history of Hitler's 

last two years and Germany's descent into Hell."^^ Be

cause of this parallelization, the causal relationships 

between the historical processes of the narrated time and 

the resulting disaster of the time of narration cannot be 

overlooked. Even without Zeitblom's comments on the pre

monitory nature of Breisach's conservatism, Breisach could 

be seen as a harbinger of Nazi disaster, because the time 

of his appearance at the level of narrated time is clearly 

parallel to Germany's collapse at the level of the time of 

narration. Because of such parallels, both tragedies of 

the novel—Leverkiihn' s and Germany's—are seen to be re-

6 0 
lated to the Faust theme. Germany makes its pact with 

the devil by committing itself to a course which leads to 

World War I at about the same time that Leverkiihn visits 

Esmeralda in Pressburg and has his satanic conversation in 

Italy. Zeitblom refers to the relationship between 

Germany's and Leverkiihn' s Faustian experiences when he 

writes, in the "Nachschrift," "Deutschland, die Wangen 

hektisch gerotet" (690)—a clear reference to Hetaera 

Esmeralda. Because the two time levels are interwoven 

symbolically as well as in terms of the effect on the 

reader, Margrit Henning contends that the distinction be

tween the two is purely formalistic. In her analysis, the 
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inclusion in the novel of events of the time of narration 

effectively extends Leverkiihn' s story beyond his death to 

6 1 
the end of the era he represents. Henning's argument 

indicates the success with which Mann uses Zeitblom to 

create a parallel time structure and interweave the two 

major pieces of that structure into an artistic unity. The 

association of Leverkiihn' s tragedy with that of Germany is 

of central importance in Doktor Faustus, as the title 

indicates. This association is achieved primarily through 

the double time structure, which allows parallels to be 

drawn between events occurring at the time being narrated 

and at the time of the narration. The dichotomy between 

the two time levels, which produces this structure, is 

created and exploited by the narrator, Zeitblom. As 

Harald Vogel writes, "Der Erzahler steht im Kreuzungspunkt 

der Zeitebenen,"^^ personally related to both past and 

present. From the crossroads position in time, Zeitblom 

can comment on events of the past with knowledge of the 

present, and he can select events for mention which seem 

important only in retrospect. Even more important is his 

ability to describe simultaneously events of the past and 

of the present, thus creating important parallels between 

phenomena of both time levels. Zeitblom's position in time 

arises from his "late and well fixed epic situation" and 

the fact that he is not only a narrator but also a 
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character who experiences most of the novel's events; his 

ability to exploit this position stems from his personal, 

digressive, commentarial style. 

The double time structure—the parallelization of 

narrated time and time of narration--is produced by 

Zeitblom's epic situation and his dual function as narrator 

and character. It is not as clear how much the other major 

feature of the time structure of Doktor Faustus is indebted 

to Zeitblom for its existence and effectiveness. The inter

weaving of several historical times into the novel, in order 

to relate various aspects of German history to the nation's 

eventual destruction and to Leverkiihn' s life, is often 

commented on by critics; for example, Gunilla Bergsten 

6 3 
devotes an entire chapter to the historical time levels. 

Much critical literature also discusses the historical 

sources for various scenes, characters, and events, as well 

as the symbolic, ironic, or parodistic effect of the 

64 
archaic language used by Leverkiihn, Kumpf, and Nepomuk. 

Bergsten describes a three-tiered time structure, involving 

"personal" time—Erzahlzeit, 1943-1945; "objective" time— 

Adrian's life, erzahlte Zeit; and "historical" time--

6 5 
Bergstern's term for a complex of historical time levels. 

Further, in Bergsten's analysis, these three time levels 

"exist independently but mutually influence each other." 

For example, at the objective level, Adrian's life 
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"contains the sum of all previous German history or is a 

symbol of it; at the same time it anticipates the events 

taking place while Zeitblom tells his story." Historical 

time levels are brought into the novel in many ways. 

Bergsten and other critics have analyzed Mann's use of 

numerous historical sources to bring certain time levels 

into the novel. Bergsten describes correspondences between 

various periods of Leverkiihn' s life and German h i s t o r y — 

Kaisersaschern, for example, represents the somewhat pas

toral ages; Munich, the twentieth century. She also 

devotes considerable space to an analysis Of Leverkiihn as 

a composite figure, or "chord," containing polyphonically 

6 7 
various historical time periods. 

The historical time levels play an important role 

in the development of the novel's themes. The fifteenth 

c e n t u r y — t h e period of the historical Faust and the develop

ment of the Faust l e g e n d — i s especially important, because 

of its relationship to the theme of the Faustian-demonic 

element in German history and in Leverkiihn's life. In 

general, the historical aspects of the novel's time struc

ture help reinforce the important symbolic and thematic 

parallels between Leverkiihn, Germany, and Faust. As 

Harald Vogel explains: "Die Zeitstruktur verdeutlicht, 

da3 die biographische und die zeitgeschichtliche Zeitebene 

auf die 'mittelalterliche,' 'altdeutsche,' 'vorhumanistische' 
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6 8 
Zeit riickbezogen werden." Because of the presence of 

historical periods as integral elements in the novel's 

time structure, Doktor Faustus is a novel not only about a 

demonic musician and the Third Reich, but about German his

tory and Germanness in general. 

Most of the techniques used to bring historical 

time levels into the novel do not rely on, or even involve, 

Zeitblom. When regarding the world of the novel, one must 

assume, for example, that Leverkiihn wrote a letter in 

Luther's German—one does not assert that Zeitblom was re

sponsible. Likewise, the use of Diirer portraits as the 

source of the descriptions of Leverkiihn' s parents and of 

the composer himself cannot be attributed to Zeitblom; for 

one must simply assume that in the fictive world people had 

69 

a certain appearance, which Zeitblom has described. How

ever, Zeitblom can be shown to play a definite role in 

establishing historical time as an element of the novel. 

It is often difficult to determine which develop

ments should be attributed to Zeitblom, and which to Mann. 

For example, Henning writes that Zeitblom's description of 

Kaisersaschern—which emphasizes medieval and Reformation 

period aspects of the town's appearance and history, and 

thus introduces the Faust-period as a historic time period 

in the novel—is done from the expanded perspective of the 

time of narration. Thus, she implies that Zeitblom, 
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writing from the later point of view, consciously chooses 

to describe the town in such a way that a new time level 

is introduced into the novel. In order to determine its 

validity, this implication must be examined in the con

text of the basic pretense, the levels of consciousness of 

implied author and narrator, and the idea of the fictive 

world, in which Kaisersaschern exists in a certain shape. 

Zeitblom, as a character also existing in the fictive 

world, can only describe Kaisersaschern as it exists in 

that world; he completely lacks the power to invent any 

detail of its appearance. On the other hand, he can de

scribe the fictitious town in any way he desires, stressing 

certain details of geography or history. Still, if 

Zeitblom is to describe the town in such a selective fash

ion, he, as a character, must have some believable moti

vation for his mode of description. It seems impossible 

to ascribe Mann's goal—symbolization of the demonic in 

German history and in Leverkiihn' s life—to Zeitblom, be

cause the narrator seems largely unaware of the parallels 

between Germany and Faust, even as he makes them visible, 

and he does not display the subtlety that such a symbolic 

parallelization requires. Zeitblom usually explains his 

thought at great length, and it may be safely assumed that, 

had he wanted to use Kaisersaschern's history symbolically, 

he would have devoted several paragraphs to the symbolism. 
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However, it is not necessary to attribute the same moti

vation to Zeitblom that would be attributed to Mann. 

Zeitblom's personal interest in history—especially the 

Reformation—might easily motivate him to describe 

Kaisersaschern as he does. Thus, in this example as in 

others, it is possible to determine that Zeitblom's de

scriptions play a role in introducing the various histori

cal time levels, even if he is unaware of the full impli

cations . 

One important way in which Zeitblom consciously 

brings historical time levels into the novel is through his 

digressions. Many of the digressions refer to historical 

time levels, introducing them or reinforcing their presence. 

Important examples are the discussions of Kaisersaschern 

in Chapters VI and X, which have already been mentioned in 

another context. In the first, Zeitblom refers to "die 

Stadt, von der ich nun doch lieber in der Vergangenheit 

spreche" (VI, 50), and where "in der Luft war etwas 

hangengeblieben von der Verfassung des Menschengemiites in 

den letzten Jarhzehnten des 15. Jahrhunderts" (VI, 51). 

The Luther-Faust time period is thus inextricably associ

ated with Kaisersaschern. In the second digression, 

Zeitblom insists that Leverkiihn is inseparably tied to his 

hometown and, by implication, to its time level--"Hat 

Kaisersaschern ihn jemals freigegeben?" (X, 114) In these 
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digressions from strictly biographical recounting of 

Leverkiihn' s life, Zeitblom reinforces the presence of the 

fifteenth century as a part of the novel's time structure. 

Zeitblom is not as essential to establishing the histori

cal time structure as he is to establishing the parallel 

between narrated time and narrative time, but he does 

exercise a significant function: his digressions and 

descriptions help bring the various historical periods into 

the temporal structure of the novel. 

More generally, Zeitblom plays a vital role in 

creating the entire time structure of the novel. His 

position as a narrator describing events in which he was 

once involved places him at a uniquely central point in 

time. Zeitblom's personal involvement in both narrated 

time and time of narration creates parallels of time and 

perspective. Because he is a dramatized narrator with a 

digressive style and a penchant for description with a 

historical bias, he can integrate historical time levels 

into the novel. Finally, his central position and his 

constant presence have a unifying effect, even as Mann 

uses him to create a polyphony of time. 



CHAPTER III 

THE POLYPHONY OF PERCEPTION 

To the two time levels with which Zeitblom is in

volved—narrated time and time of narration—can be added 

a third, that of the implied author. This time level is, 

in a concrete sense, not much different from Zeitblom's 

time of narration, since the two authors began writing on 

the same day. However, although Thomas Mann wrote Doktor 

Faustus between 1943 and 1946, the implied author exists 

apart from time, since every reader creates him anew. 

Further, though the novel's events are assigned dates and 

have historical parallels and models, the novel as a work 

of art exists outside time; therefore, the implied author 

as controlling intelligence and creator of the novelistic 

world exists apart from time as well. The existence of 

subject matter, narrator, and author at different levels 

of time indicates the significant distances that exist 

among the three. 

The distance between implied author and subject 

matter is very much greater, or at least much more obvious, 

than it would be if there were no dramatized narrator. 

Indeed, Mann himself has described this distance as the 

most important effect of his intercalcation of the 

41 
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narrator: 

Gewi3 hatte die Erinnerung an die parodistische Auto-
biographie Felix Krulls dabei mitgewirkt, und iiberdies 
war die Ma3nahme bitter notwendig, um eine gewisse 
Durchheiterung des diisteren Stoffes zu erzielen und 
mir selbst, wie dem Leser, seine Schrecknisse ertrag-
lich zu machen.71 

Mann goes on to describe the benefits of presenting the 

demonic through an undemonic medium—indirectness and 

72 
humor. Distance is necessary, Mann says, to lighten the 

ominous subject matter and make it bearable through humor. 

The result of the distance Mann describes here is irony, 

73 which Mann elsewhere calls "der Sinn der Kunst selbst." 

In Doktor Faustus, irony is so direct and immediate a re

sult of distance that it might almost be said to be an-

• 74 

other name for distance. This distance, as Mann ex

plains, is created by the use of the narrator. It might 

seem possible to attribute distance to the simple exis

tence of a first-person narrator and irony to Zeitblom's 

specific character, but just as irony and distance merge 

in practice, Zeitblom's purely structural function becomes 

inseparable from his more personal role. Zeitblom is 

usually assumed by virtue of his dual role of character and 

narrator to be very close to the subject matter. As a 

character, he is indeed a part of the action, but it is 

often forgotten that as a narrator he is distanced from 

the events by a considerable length of time, though he 

remains an emotional involvement. Zeitblom's distance 
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from the related time has important consequences, which 

will be discussed later. However, Zeitblom is relatively 

close to the subject manner, compared to the author, who 

has replaced himself in the novel with Zeitblom and is 

thus completely removed from and raised above the world of 

the novel. As far as the casual reader is concerned, the 

author is like a deist god--having created the world, with 

all its symbols and ironies, he has left it to run itself, 

and Zeitblom, with all his limitations, has been left to 

show the world to the reader. The enormous distance be

tween the implied author and the narrator has been dia

grammed by E. Bond Johnson in terms of relative degrees of 

knowledge and perception. The implied author is presumed 

to exist at the "plateau of awareness," fully in control 

of the novel; the reader and the narrator exist at varying 

75 distances below. In Johnson's schemata, irony occurs 

when the reader is at a higher level of knowledge than the 

narrator, which is the normal condition in a novel like 

Doktor Faustus. 

The distance between author and narrator is gener

ally accorded supreme importance in discussions of the 

novel's ironic structure. In an argument implicitly based 

on a concept of various levels of awareness. Use Metzler 

develops a conception of Zeitblom as a mask for the 

author. Her starting point is an incident in the first 
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chapter, when, after mentioning the "gra21icher Kaufver-

trag," Zeitblom writes: 

Hier breche ich ab, mit dem beschamenden Gefiihl 
artistischer Verfehlung und Unbeherrschtheit. Adrian 
selbst hatte wohl kaum, nehmen wir an: in einer Sym-
phonie, ein solches Thema so vorzeitig auftreten--
hatte es hochstens auf eine fein versteckte und kaum 
schon greifbare Art von feme sich anmelden lassen 
(I, 9) . 

As the reader considers Zeitblom's apology, he realizes 

that Zeitblom is doing exactly what he says Adrian would 

have done, and what he says he is incapable of doing--in-

troducing a theme in an artful manner, long before it can 

be fully developed. His apology itself makes the intro

duction "fein versteckt," as he says it should be. Of 

course, as the reader is also inevitably aware, Zeitblom 

does not know he is being artful. Thus, as Metzler points 

out, the reader's attention is drawn to the existence of 

two levels of awareness. On his level, Zeitblom has made 

an obvious blunder; on a higher level, of which he is un-

77 
aware, the "error" is a conscious artistic device. 

Through this device, the implied author accomplishes 

exactly what Zeitblom believes he has failed in—"a high 

78 
degree of artistic control." The situation in which 

Mann uses Zeitblom's artistic limitations to achieve his 

own artistic goals is highly ironic—fully deserving of 

Metzler's designation of it as "auSerstes Raffinement und 

79 Ironie." In this case and many others, the narrator is 
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the target of the irony his existence allows. ?Iere, the 

reader, perceiving that Zeitblom is unconscious of his 

artistic achievement, shares a laugh with the author over 

80 the limited awareness of the narrator. Another example 

is in Chapter XVII, where Zeitblom comically overreacts 

with "Handeschiittern" and "Herzenskrampfe" upon learning 

that Leverkiihn has consummated his relationship with 

Haetera Esmeralda. Symbolically, Adrian seals his pact 

with the devil through intercourse with the diseased 

prostitute. However, it would hardly be in character for 

the modern humanist, Zeitblom, to state directly that the 

girl is a representative of Satan, through whom Adrian 

sells his soul; nor would most modern readers accept such 

a statement. Therefore, Mann lets Zeitblom devote so much 

ink and so much emotion to the event, that the reader is 

forced to recognize the importance of the incident. At 

the same time, Zeitblom's threnodic lament is so exagger

ated that the reader laughs at him, and the seriousness of 

the event is again obscured. 

Here and throughout the novel, Mann overcomes the 

problem of presenting the demonic to the modern age by 

bringing the theme to the reader behind a mask of irony, 

thereby "cajoling him into accepting it in a modern 

fiction." Zeitblom's low level of awareness makes such 

irony possible. To him, Adrian's plunge into the sensual 
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is horrifying in itself; Zeitblom is unaware of the sym

bolic weight the incident carries, although he vaguely 

senses its importance. The reader, analyzing the fictive 

world for symbolic content, is at a considerably higher 

level of awareness. The narrator thus functions as an 

ironic "mask" for the author, to use Metzler's term. 

Wolfgang Heinz Schober explains that Mann uses "epic 

8 3 irony" as a filter between the narrator and the reader. 

An important source of this irony is the reader's percep

tion of Zeitblom's unawareness or unreliability. Mann 

exploits the difference between the narrator's knowledge 

and the reader's awareness to create the irony he desires. 

The reality that must be ironically masked is not 

only horrifying, but possibly incomprehensible. Faced with 

the problem of presenting a reality of bewildering com-

84 plexity, Mann avoids taking a one-sided view. Instead, 

he presents reality in such a way that the reader has a 

choice of various interpretations. The ironic distance 

inherent in the narrative structure of Doktor Faustus is 

especially appropriate for allowing multiple interpreta

tions. Since Zeitblom is discredited by being presented 

ironically, and Mann has removed himself from the novel by 

interposing Zeitblom, the reader is free to seek his own 

interpretation of the events of the novel, yet prevented 

by the multiple ironies from arriving at an unquestionably 
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correct analysis. The result is what Eva Schaper calls 

an "elaborate tapestry." Zeitblom's "tantalizing pedantry" 

is 

a perfect safeguard against either empathy or prema
ture moral involvement, since we are doubly distanced 
from the happenings in the novel by virtue of Serenus 
Zeitblom's pen, and by virtue of our seeing past and 
through the good friend and humanist into that which 
he does not even claim to understand fully himself.85 

Jacqueline Viswanathan and others also make the point that 

the reader is denied any chance of certainty, prevented 

by pervasive irony from formulating a single unassailable 

8 6 
interpretation of the world of the novel. With Doktor 

Faustus there is always another possibility to consider. 

The result is a polyphony of perspective:- the simultaneous 

presentation of multiple views of reality, the number of 

which is probably limited only by the reader's powers of 

imagination. 

The pervasive irony that allows such a polyphony 

of perspective arises from the awareness gap between im

plied author and narrator. The greatest such irony plays 

Zeitblom's conception of himself as a person against the 

reality that he is a character in a novel, the reality of 

the novelistic world against the reality outside the novel. 

Throughout the novel, Zeitblom repeats what he most poign

antly expresses in the penultimate paragraph: "Am 25. 

August 1940 traf mich hier in Freising die Nachricht von 

dem Erloschen der Reste seines Lebens, das meinem eigenen 
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Leben . . . seinen wesentlichen Inhalt gegeben hat" 

("Nachschrift," 689). This is exploitation of the various 

levels of awareness on such a grand scale that laughter 

may no longer be the reader's response. It is obviously 

impossible for Zeitblom, as a character, to be aware that 

he is not real; for in the world of the novel, he is com

pletely real. Almost as unlikely is the failure of the 

reader to know that the world of the novel is fictitious, 

that Zeitblom was created to narrate Leverkiihn' s life. By 

ironically juxtaposing the two improbabilities, Mann takes 

the reader into his confidence in an amazingly frank 

manner. The pretense on which the entire work depends is 

swept away, and the fiction admits its own fictitiousness. 

Such a radical use of irony penetrates the very 

core of the novel and makes the construction of the liter

ary text itself a theme, thus solving one of the most 

difficult problems faced by Mann in the compostion of Dr. 

Faustus: how to make doubt about art itself a theme in a 

work of art. Twentieth-century questioning of the possi

bility of communication through art is both a theme in the 

novel (Leverkiihn's striving toward the "breakthrough") and 

a problem the novel itself must solve. In order to avoid 

the paradox of expressing, in a work of art, doubts about 

the viability of art, Mann uses a narrator who does not 

doubt, and who writes in a traditional prose form, even 
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though he does not see himself as an artist. ̂"̂  To Eva 

Schaper, the apparent inappropriateness of Zeitblom's 

temperament for "the task of telling the story" provides 

for Mann an ironical means of escaping the artistic need 

of finding adequate form for a demonic subject that can no 

longer be adequately represented through traditional 
8 8 

forms. Schaper calls Doktor Faustus a novel written "on 

a knife's edge," because it exists despite grave doubts 

about the viability of language as a medium for describing 

T • . T . 8 9 or explaining reality. 

Mann's use of Zeitblom to create ironic distance 

90 has been discussed by numerous scholars. The usual 

analysis follows the line of Mann's own comment in Die 

Entstehung: presenting the demonic through an undemonic 

medium creates irony, which is necessary to lighten the 

somber material. Use Metzler writes that the indirect 

presentation of Leverkiihn' s life is advantageous because 

it allows irrational or demonic aspects to be filtered 

through Zeitblom's "vernunftkritische Zensur" and thus be 

91 made more acceptable to twentieth-century sensibilities. 

William Honsa sets forth the premise that irony and its 

close relative, parody (in some criticism the two are 

virtually indistinguishable), can disarm the reader, making 

it easier for him to accept the seemingly impossible or 

9 2 the horrifying. In a fascinating study, Ronald Peacock 
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relates the need Mann felt for "Erleichterung des diisteren 

Stoffes" to Mann's fastidious character and his horror of 

93 emotions in their raw state. The general effect of the 

ironic distance between the author and the narrator is 

usually explained as follov/s. Faced with a subject matter 

extremely difficult to communicate, Mann exploits his 

narrator's lack of understanding to create an ironic struc

ture capable of communicating anything, even the difficulty 

of communicating. 

However, a fundamental incompleteness exists in 

the critical work on irony in Faustus. Zeitblom is in

variably considered to be an object of irony, or a key 

element in the ironic structure of the novel. 'The fact 

that he is also, if in a limited manner, an ironic writer 

himself is never discussed. The normal critical opinion 

is expressed by Use Metzler, when she writes "Zeitblom 

[hat] weder als Biograph noch als Mithandelnder den 

Abstand von seinem Gegenstand wie der Erzahler Thomas 

Mann."^^ What should not be overlooked is that Zeitblom, 

however close he may be to the story emotionally, is dis

tanced from his subject in two ways. First, he is 

describing a life he has observed, not experienced. Al

though Zeitblom has been so emotionally concerned with 

Leverkiihn's life that he often feels he has experienced it 

himself, he is writing biography and not autobiography—he 
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does not, for example, share Adrian's belief that the 

devil takes Nepomuk. Second, the multi-year gap between 

narrated time and narrating time distances Zeitblom from 

his subject by as much as fifty-eight years, allowing him 

to interpret events in light of his knov/ledge of the final 

95 
outcome. The basic pretense that Zeitblom is writing 

biography distances him from his subject matter and makes 

it possible for him to be ironic. Within the strict con

fines of the novel's world, Zeitblom has considerable free

dom. He is not responsible for the characters, events, or 

utterances of the other characters (with a few exceptions), 

but he is the writer responsible for how the phenomena of 

the fictive world are described. 

For example, the ironic fact that Frau Schweigestill 

is much more talkative than her name would seem to indicate, 

can only be attributed to the implied author, for she is 

part of the world he created. On the other hand, in terms 

of the basic pretense, it is not Mann but Zeitblom who 

describes Frau Schweigestill, and if she is presented 

ironically, the irony must originate with Zeitblom. She 

says "net wahr" because the implied author made her a 

Bavarian; Zeitblom adds irony to the description of her 

dialect by writing: "net wahr, gellen S' ja? und so 

welter" (XXVI, 345) , or by ending a passage of indirect 

quotation with "Und was die brave Frau sonst noch sagte" 
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(XXVI, 349). This sort of stylistic, linguistic irony is 

the only type of irony that any critic admits might origi

nate with Zeitblom. Richard Baumgart, referring to Mann's 

work in general, states that Mann often lets his narrator 

stylize the speech of the characters, creating ironic 

tinges, especially in indirect quotations in the present 

96 

subjunctive. With Frau Schweigestill, for example, 

Zeitblom emphasizes the substandard, the dialectical, or 

the personally peculiar. In other instances as well, 

Zeitblom often quotes long passages indirectly in the pre

sent subjunctive, tingeing the discourse with irony. An 

excellent example is the beginning of the hayloft conver

sation of the Winfried fraternity: 
Dem wurde nun widersprochen; Hubmeyer und Schap-

peler widersprachen dem, und auch Teutleben war nicht 
einverstanden. Es ware doch noch schoner, meinten sie, 
wenn immer nur das Alter die Jugend beurteilen und 
diese immer nur Gegenstand fremder Betrachtung sein 
diirfe, als ob sie nicht teilhabe am objektiven Geist. 
(XIV, 157-8) 

Through the use of indirect discourse, Zeitblom stylizes 

the speech of the students, thereby achieving an ironic 

distance from the conversation. It is interesting to note 

that, just as Leverkiihn holds himself aloof from the 

Winfried society, Zeitblom never takes part in the conver

sations. In this respect, Zeitblom appears as a skeptical, 

detached observer, amused at the foibles of other men--

97 
which is how Ronald Peacock describes Mann. Though 

X 
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Zeitblom by no means gains the great distance Mann does, he 

can often be seen to distance himself from the narrated 

time. When he refers to "Meine 'Bude,' wie man studentisch 

sagt" (XII, 126), he is not just indulging in pedantic 

snobbery, he is ironically setting himself apart from the 

student world, perhaps from his own years as a student. 

An important form of linguistic irony is understate

ment, seen by Aristotle as a prerequisite of all irony. 

Despite a tendency to excess in narrating the most signif

icant scenes, Zeitblom often displays a mastery of under

statement, referring, for example, to Adrian's venereal 

disease as "eine lokale Erkrankung" (XIX, 211). His fre

quent use of introductory words like "iibrigens" and "dabei" 

is exemplified by his introduction of the Schildknapp-

Leverkiihn relationship with "dabei liebte er Adrian sehr" 

(XX, 232), and his report of Leverkiihn' s reaction to early 

praise with "iibrigens stimmte er niemandem zu" (XXI, 243). 

In the above examples of linguistic irony, 

Zeitblom is in control of his writing, consciously employ

ing irony as a technique; however, one form of verbal irony 

seems impossible to attribute to Zeitblom. The use of 

startling loan-words is ironic, because it creates ambigu

ous uncertainty--the reader may find them comic because 

9 8 
they are so unexpected. Zeitblom's use of Greek, Latin, 

and French loan-words is utterly appropriate for a learned 
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man of pre-war Germany, but his recurrent use of English 

words is more fitting for a German author living in 

America. Mann displayed a fondness for English words in 

his letters and essays of the California period. But the 

use, for example, of "natives" (XXVII, 365), "week end" 

(XXX, 413), and the incorrectly spelled "stream-lined" 

(XXXIV, 512) seems inappropriate for Zeitblom, and must be 

attributed to Mann. The infrequent and unexpected use of 

anglicisms by Zeitblom serves to remind the reader of 

Mann's presence behind the scenes. 

Much ironic word choice and presentation must be 

attributed to Zeitblom because of the pretense that he 

wrote the book. However, irony often develops, in a way 

completely beyond Zeitblom's control, because his human

istic language is not appropriate for the demonic material 

it must express. As Gertrud Burkert explains, Zeitblom 

attempts to relate the tragic fate of a modern artist with 

"Begriffen, Formalierungen und Erzahlschematen, die aus der 

Tradition des deutschen Humanismus, den Bildungsideen des 

19. Jahrhunderts iibernommen sind," and the result is 

Q Q 

irony. Frequently, Zeitblom entangles himself in an 

inherited desire to say everything at once, "to give the 

fully qualified, fully accurate statement." The result 

is often a sentence structure so complicated that even the 

well-trained philologist cannot extricate a conclusion. 
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and has to begin again. A large-scale example is the 

second sentence of the novel, which arrives at an impasse, 

begs to begin again, and meanders through a total of four 

dashes and three' colons before reaching a period. The 

same thing happens quite frequently on a smaller scale, as 

in the following example, in which the introduction of a 

quotation proves too difficult to achieve on the first try. 

"Dieser Mann," lieB sich da in der Stille die klar 
artikulierende, wenn auch asthmatische Stimme des Dr. 
Kranich vernehmen, "dieser Mann ist wahnsinning . . . .' 
(XLVII, 681) 

Zeitblom, one must believe, is in such instances doing the 

best he can. The irony develops from the limitations im

posed by his education, social position, and world view, 

which were given to him by the author. 

Clearly, however, in the context of the world of 

the novel, Zeitblom can be seen to indulge in some verbal 

irony, humorously pointing out, exactly as his creator 

would have done, the foibles of other characters. It is 

harder to find instances of Zeitblom's deliberately 

achieving irony of distance. In theory, a fictitious nar

rator can distance himself from his material as easily as a 

real narrator can, as long as the limits of the fictive 

world are not transcended. In the strictest terms of the 

novel's pretense, Zeitblom could describe Leverkiihn' s life 

from a detached, ironic point of view; however, Zeitblom 
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usually remains very close to what he narrates, his hands 

shaking from emotion. Nevertheless, in certain passages 

Zeitblom becomes more distanced than usual; becomes, in

deed, a novelist. Jacqueline Viswanathan demonstrates that 

two types of composition take place in a novel like Doktor 

Faustus—the composition admitted by the narrator, which is, 

in terms of the pretense, non-fiction; and another type, 

which "bears many characteristic features typical of fic

tion . . . ." Viswanathan points out that the fictional 

mode of composition replaces the non-fictional in certain 

scenes. However, she claims that the narrator disappears 

in such scenes, a phenomenon which is impossible in terms 

102 of the pretense that Zeitblom wrote Doktor Faustus. 

What actually happens is that Zeitblom withdraws to the 

background and presents the scene as if he were a novelist. 

An example is the chapter in which Rudolf 

Schwerdtf eger is sent to court Marie Godeau for Leverkiihn. 

Early in his biography, Zeitblom is always very careful to 

establish verisimilitude, either by insisting that he 

witnessed what he is describing or by reporting the conver

sation in which he heard about it. For important scenes 

he did not witness, he introduces a document as evidence--

Leverkiihn' s letters from Leipzig and Palestrina. In re

porting the courtship episode, Zeitblom departs radically 

from his earlier habit, freely admitting that he was not 
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present, but insisting that it has since become "seelische 

Tatsache" that he knows exactly what happened (XLI, 588). 

Critics have commented in various ways on this and other 

suspensions of the usual pretense that Zeitblom witnessed 

what he reports. Burkert states that such instances, 

which would have been considered weaknesses in the nine

teenth century, are used to limit humorously the connec

tion between the truth and personal experience, which 

Zeitblom usually stresses. Romberg points out, first, 

that the reader's attention is drawn to "the mechanics of 

illusion," in a Sternean "conscious accentuation of the 

creation of fiction"—another example of the use of 

104 Zeitblom to make art a theme in the novel. In addition, 

Romberg explains that the illusion of reality in a novel 

can be strengthened by the lack of usual devices of 

verisimilitude. However, the significance of the in

dependence that Zeitblom shows, by abandoning his usual 

claim to have been a witness, is never explored. Schober 

contends that when Zeitblom becomes autonomous, he loses 

10 6 his personality. Actually, an examination of the scene 

in which Adrian asks Rudi to court Marie Godeau for him 

can lead to a deeper understanding of Zeitblom'.s person

ality. 

Zeitblom's announcement that he did not witness 

the Rudi-Adrian scene, and his failure to cite any source. 

dt\ 
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differ strikingly from his usual custom of insisting that 

he either saw what happened or was told all the details by 

someone who did. Having made this assertion, Zeitblom 

plunges into uninterrupted novelistic narration, relating 

both the Adrian-Rudiger scene at Pfeiffering and, after a 

pause for reflection and another insistence that he does 

not need to have been there, the Rudiger-Marie scene in 

Munich. Zeitblom, it would seem, has become a novelist. 

In terms of the pretense of Doktor Faustus, of course, 

Zeitblom cannot invent incident. The plot--the events of 

the fictitious world—is entirely the creation of the 

implied author. However, if Zeitblom cannot invent an 

incident, he can create a scene, and that is exactly what 

he does in chapters XLI and XLII. He describes details of 

setting and conversation in exactly the same way he de

scribes, for example, the murder in the streetcar, to 

which he was an eye witness. Obviously, Zeitblom has 

learned the basic conversational content of the Pfeiffering 

scene from later discussion; Leverkiihn quite easily could 

have told him about taking a walk. But Zeitblom is un

likely to have been told details such as: "Die Freunde 

trugen Uberschuhe" (XLI, 589), or "Schwerdtfeger blieb 

stehen und blickte dem, der so gesprochen, erst in das 

eine, dann in das andere Auge" (XLI, 590). Admittedly, 

Zeitblom cannot escape the limits of the world of the 
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novel and invent events, but when he describes small de

tails or relates conversation from scenes he did not wit

ness, he is novelistically composing. He does not go 

beyond the bounds of the probable--he can be almost as 

certain that the conversation took a basic route as he can 

be that characters wore overshoes on a day when the snow 

was melting. Still, within certain limits, Zeitblom 

briefly becomes a novelist. The act of creating, instead 

of reporting, briefly distances Zeitblom from his material 

enough to allow him a more advanced form of irony than his 

usual verbal subtleties. 

The object of Zeitblom's irony in the Adrian-

Rudiger scene is himself and his own work. Leverkiihn tells 

Rudiger, in words given him by temporary novelist Zeitblom, 

"Man wird vielleicht nichts davon wissen, es in keiner 

Biographie schreiben" (XLI, 592). This is irony of the 

same sort as Zeitblom's avowals that he is not writing a 

novel, because it plays the pretense of biography against 

the reader's knowledge that the book is really a novel. 

Later, Zeitblom ironically lets the characters belittle 

him. "Findest du?" says Rudiger. "Warum schickst du 

nicht Serenus?" Adrian answers, "Du willst dich wohl iiber 

meinen Serenus lustig machen. Offenbar belustigt es dich, 

dir meinen Serenus als Liebesboten vorzustellen." And 

then later, Adrian says, "Hore, wie war' es, wenn wir ihn 
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endlich beiseite lieSen?" (XLI, 594) In novelistically 

creating a conversation, Zeitblom ironically lets his 

characters discuss him in an unflattering fashion. This 

indicates, first, that he is perceptive enough to be fully 

aware of his friends' opinions of him; second, that he has 

a sense of humor, that he is capable of laughing at himself, 

that his character is somewhat deeper than it often appears 

and is usually described. The stodgy old schoolteacher, 

pedantic, limited in world view and perceptiveness, can 

laugh at himself a little. The ability of the writer to 

view himself ironically is an important aspect of Mann's 

art. Critics frequently remark on the similarities of 

Mann's art to Leverkiihn' s. In at least one instance, it 

would seem that Zeitblom's art is relatively Mann-like. 

Zeitblom displays other characteristics of Mann as 

well: he has withdrawn into self-imposed exile from the 

Third Reich, he is writing a book about Germany. Since 

Zeitblom's writing shows features of Mann's style, it may 

be seen in many ways as a parody of Mann's writing. 

Mimicry, according to Ronald Peacock, is "a basic phenom

enon in Mann's make-up as an artist," and alongside "the 

mock-biblical, mock-medieval, mock-Goethean, mock-learned," 

"self-mockery" exists as an element in Mann's work. 

QQ;c-(-rud Burkert also comments on the similarity of 

Zeitblom's style to Mann's, and adds: "Der Gebrauch Th. 
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Mannscher Stileigenheiten durch den ironisierten 

Icherzahler Zeitblom kann als eine Wendung gegen das eigene 

kiinsterlische Tun verstanden werden." While parody of 

the Faustbuch, Goethe, and the Bildungsroman is often dis

cussed as an element of Faustus, the matter of self-parody 

has been largely neglected. 

From his earliest writing on, Mann shows a fascina-

109 tion with the grotesque. One thinks of the senator who 

died from an overdoes of pastries in Buddenbrooks, or the 

young-old man in Der Tod in Venedig. In Zeitblom's de

scription of Kaisersaschern, he presents a few of the 

"Originale" of the town, including the man with the "pur-

purner Warzenase," whom all the children call "Tiidelut." 

Zeitblom's descriptions are typical Mann--they could come 

from Buddenbrooks or Der Zauberberg--but Zeitblom, having 

completed a comic sketch, feels compelled to add a para

graph apologizing for having done so: "Ich bin nicht ohne 

ein Gefiihl des Unwiirdigen, in dem ich diese skurillen 

Erinnerungen hier einschalte . . ." (VI, 54). Zeitblom's 

pedantic bad conscience about his humor distinguishes him 

from Mann, and makes him seem a ridiculous parody of his 

creator. 

A more dramatic example of self-parody occurs in 

the report of Clarissa Rodde's suicide, an event which is 

based on the suicide of Mann's sister, Carla, in 1910. 
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Most of the details and some of the wording of Zeitblom's 

description are taken from Mann's biographical sketch, 

"Lebensabri3•" Actually, Mann does not parody his 

earlier words, but his earlier attitudes, reflected not in 

the essay of 1930 but in letters written at the time of 

Carla's death. In a letter to his brother, Heinrich, on 

August 4, 1910, Thomas Mann expressed anger over Carla's 

suicide. 

Carla hat an niemanden gedacht, und Du sagst: "Das 
fehlte auch noch!" Und doch kann ich nicht anders, 
als es so empfinden, da3 sie sich nicht hatte von 
uns trennen diirfen. Sie hatte bei ihrer That kein 
Solidaritatsgefiihl, nicht das Gefiihl unseres gemein-
samen Schicksals. Sie handelte sozusagen gegen eine 
stillschweigende Abrede. Es ist unaussprechlich 
bitter.Ill 

The harshness of this attitude is parodied by Mann in 

Doktor Faustus. Zeitblom, whom the reader is accustomed to 

seeing in an ironic light, reports Clarissa's suicide with 

a curtness and a harshness of judgment which may be seen 

as a parodistic exaggeration of Mann's own reactions: 

"Nach Ablauf der Winter Saison 1921-22, im Mai, nahm sie 

sich zu Pfeiffering, im Hause ihrer Mutter und ohne viele 

Riicksicht auf diese, hastig und entschlossen mit dem Gifte 

das Leben" (XXXV, 514). Zeitblom's words are very similar 

to those used by Mann in a letter to Paul Ehrenberg: "Was 

sie uns alien anthat, wie sehr sie durch dies wilde 

Zerbrechen ihres Lebens unser Aller Leben mit erschiitterte, 

112 daran ist dem armen Kind offenbar kein Gedanke gekommen." 
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The harshness of Mann's attitude had moderated consider

ably by the time of "LebensabriB," in which he refers to 

his earlier feelings, adding, "In Wahrheit durfte ich mich 

113 nicht beklagen." The older Mann, looking back with over 

forty years of hindsight, apparently used his narrator, 

who is superficially similar to Mann though clearly lacking 

in insight, to parody the feelings of the younger Mann. 

In ironically looking back at a younger version of 

himself, Mann again exploits distance, which is the root 

of all his irony. It is perhaps because of Mann's ability 

to distance himself even from himself, that Ronald Peacock 

has said that not only are Mann's works ironic, but so is 

114 the man himself.- With Doktor Faustus, he creates a 

highly complex ironic structure. The narrator, Serenus 

Zeitblom, plays a key role in the novel's ironic structure: 

his existence elevates the author above the novel, his lack 

of awareness makes him an ironic figure, yet his epic 

position distances him from his subject and makes him a 

creator as well as an object of irony; finally, he is used 

to present an ironic version of the author. Doktor Faustus 

is a labyrinth of ironies large and small. As such, it 

achieves the objectivity Mann describes as the very spirit 

of the epic. 

Die Kunst der Epik ist "apollonische" Kunst . . ., denn 
Apollo, der Fernhintref f ende, ist der Gott der Feme, 
der Gott der Distanz, der Objektivitat, der Ironie. 
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Objektivitat ist Ironie, und der epische Kunstgeist 
ist der Geist der Ironie.115 

Mann's work in general is pervaded by the use of 

irony to obtain objectivity, to prevent onesidedness, to 

present simultaneously varying views of reality. In 

Doktor Faustus, Mann exploits the limited awareness of the 

dramatized narrator to make the novel fundamentally ironic. 

Since the reader usually possesses a higher level of knowl

edge than does Zeitblom, many of the narrator's statements 

appear in an ironic light. The effect is to discredit 

Zeitblom—to make him an "unreliable narrator." Yet the 

narrator replaces the author in the novel, allowing the 

author to remove himself completely from the work. Thus, 

the reader finds no authority figure for judgments about 

the novel's reality—the plane of awareness is unreachable, 

because the reader's information is filtered through the 

unreliable medium of the narrator. In addition, Mann 

allows Zeitblom the freedom to function, in a more limited 

way, as an ironic writer in his own right. The result is 

that no single view of the reality presented in the novel 

is forced on the reader, who can interpret for himself the 

polyphony of perceptions. 



CHAPTER IV 

ZEITBLOM AS CONTRAPUNTIST 

The previous two chapters have shown that Zeitblom 

plays a significant role in creating polyphonies of time 

and perspective in Doktor Faustus. Although polyphonic 

music presents the listener with several themes simulta

neously, a literary work must present its scenes, events, 

and symbols consecutively. The reader does not see the 

whole polyphonic structure at once, but discovers it one 

element at a time. While contrapuntal music easily creates 

a unity from a multiplicity, a polyphonic literary work 

risks appearing as a hodgepodge of scenes, motives, and 

themes, devoid of usual novelistic structural features such 

as unity, plot, and tension. In Doktor Faustus, however, 

Zeitblom unifies and molds the polyphony into a readable, 

artistically-shaped novel. Zeitblom's ability to impart 

form derives from the pretense that he is writing the book. 

Indeed, since Zeitblom is the apparent author, every aspect 

of the novel's- style and form could be attributed to him, 

in terms of the pretense, although he would be considered 

to be unaware of his artistry. In such an argument, 

Zeitblom would become a mask for Mann in the strictest sense 

of the term, and assigning features of the writing to him 

65 
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would be purely formalistic and meaningless. However, 

certain artistic features of the novel arise from 

Zeitblom's character in a way of which he may be unaware, 

but for which he is definitely responsible. 

The first aspect of Zeitblom's character to strike 

the reader is his well-intentioned scholarliness, as re

flected in his near obsession with achieving the accurate, 

well-tempered, complete statement--the desire to say every-

116 
thing at once. This aspiration reflects Mann's theory 

that a work of art is present as a whole in the nind of 

the creator during its genesis, and strives to exist in its 

117 entirety at each moment. But the reflection in Doktor 

Faustus is parodistic, because Zeitblom's struggles for the 

complete statement usually end with his apologies for what 

he perceives as failure. This failure is inevitable be

cause of Zeitblom's limitations—although he is well edu

cated and intelligent, Zeitblom is no genius, and he lacks 

full understanding of his subject matter. In a further 

irony, Zeitblom's apparent failure is often Mann's success. 

The first chapter, which Zeitblom fills with apologies for 

his inability to make the complete statement, actually 

encapsulates the entire novel. In fact, the essentials of 

the novel are expressed in the first sentence: 

Mit aller Bestimmtheit will ich versichern, daS es 
keineswegs aus dem Wunsche geschieht, meine Person in 
den Vordergrund zu schieben, wenn ich diesen 
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Mitteilungen iiber das Leben des verewigten Adrian 
Leverkiihn, dieser ersten und gewiS sehr vorlaufigen 
Biographie des teuren, vom Schicksal so furchtbar heim-
gesuchten, erhobenen und gestiirzten Mannes und genialen 
Musikers, einige Worte iiber mich selbst und meine 
Bewandtnisse vorausschicke. (I, 7) 

118 The first sentence is indicative of Zeitblom's style. 

It is modest, but personal in tone; digressive in struc

ture and content. The pretense of the novel is clearly 

stated: a first-person narrator is writing the biography 

of a famous composer, whom the narrator knew personally. 

The basic outline of Adrian's fate is also described. The 

composer was a genius, the reader learns, who reached great 

heights, but suffered a tragic fall. With a somewhat 

tenuously linked series of clauses, and a request for 

permission to begin again, in the second sentence Zeitblom 

offers the reader a further example of what his style will 

be. His expression in the second sentence of doubt con

cerning his competence as a writer introduces the general 

theme of the problem of art. The second sentence also 

presents the double time-reckoning, and relates the 

tragedy to be narrated to the tragic events of the nar

rative time. In the second paragraph, Zeitblom briefly 

but thoroughly describes himself as a moderate, "human 

temperierte," learned man, who enjoys the arts primarily 

in an academic fashion (I, 8). While so doing, he intro

duces the demonic as an element in the novel, though making 

clear that this element is totally foreign to him. In 
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this manner, the distance between the narrator and his 

subject matter is established. The ironic, self-

deprecating, "accidentally" subtle introduction of the 

pact with the devil not only presages a central aspect of 

plot and theme; it also exemplifies Zeitblom's tendency to 

be less than fully aware of his accomplishments, and 

alerts the reader to the ironic light in which Zeitblom is 

presented. Later in the first chapter, Zeitblom explains 

the closeness of his ties to Leverkiihn: a lifelong friend

ship which began in early childhood (I, 10). Further, he 

describes Leverkiihn' s withdrawal and isolation from mankind 

(I, 11). In answering his own question, "wen hatte dieser 

Mann geliebt?", Zeitblom introduces, though not by name, 

Hetaera Esmeralda, Nepomuk, and Rudi Schwerdtfeger, and 

also hints strongly at Rudi's tragic fate (I, 11). 

The first chapter, like the exposition of a sonata, 

sets forth concisely the major themes and events of the 

. . 119 
entire novel, if not in detail, certainly in spirit. 

Margrit Henning briefly analyzes the syntactic and stylis

tic construction of the first chapter as a "vollkommene 

120 

Ausdruck fiir diesen Seelenzustand Zeitbloms." The 

general nature of Leverkiihn' s life and character is made 

obvious in the opening chapter, the pretense is well estab

lished, Zeitblom is characterized. The digressive, 

apologetic style of Zeitblom's exposition is in itself an 

HSSSiJ^--. -̂  
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expression of an important theme in the novel: the diffi

culty of communicating the subject matter—or any subject 

matter—through art. Zeitblom expresses embarrassment 

over what he calls his artistic inability and failure. 

Ironically, he is succeeding in what he fears he cannot 

achieve—he is communicating the theme of the novel through 

the very digressiveness and hesitancy for which he apolo

gizes . 

Not only does the first chapter demonstrate 

Zeitblom's ability to communicate despite his doubts and 

limitations; it also shows how Mann uses Zeitblom to create 

unity; for in the first chapter several themes and strands 

of plot'are already woven together. The primary unifying 

principle in the opening chapter and in the novel as a 

whole is simply the constant presence of the narrating "I" 

—Zeitblom. As Bertil Romberg points out, "It is a visible 

'I' which endows the whole story with unity, since every-

121 
thing is related from the same narrative perspective." 

The unity provided by Zeitblom's subjectivity is a central 

theme in Henning's study. As she puts it: "Jedes Detail 

des Romans existiert nur, well Zeitblom es so und nicht 

anders gesehen und erlebt hat auf Grund seiner person-

122 lichen Disposition." However, Henning emphasizes 

Zeitblom's role as a symbolic foil for Leverkiihn, and 

seldom discusses the stylistic and technical unity Zeitblom 
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provides. 

Certainly, the constancy of the "I" and the sub

jectivity of Zeitblom's presentation lend unity to a very 

diverse mass of subject matter in Doktor Faustus. More

over, the feeling of unity is greatly strengthened by the 

fact that the "I" is not an abstract mask for the author, 

but a fully developed character to whom the reader can 

react as he does to any other character. Whether one likes 

Zeitblom or not, one cannot avoid knowing him intimately. 

Zeitblom's emotional reaction to the events of the novel 

are at least as fully dramatized as the incidents them

selves. For example, only the most essential details of 

Leverkiihn's trip to Pressburg are related; much more space 

is devoted to Zeitblom's reaction to the event. Even the 

two major events which are described in detail in 

Leverkiihn's letters are commented on at great length by 

Zeitblom. When Leverkiihn writes from Leipzig about his 

bordello experience, a chapter (XVI) is devoted to an intro

duction and to the letter itself; another entire chapter 

(XVII) analyzes the letter. Zeitblom finds himself unable 

to interpret satisfactorily Leverkiihn' s recorded conver

sation with the devil; but even so, he introduces it with 

a brief commentary and follows it with an apology for its 

length. Although this central document is a departure from 

the unifying narrative "I," it is carefully framed by 

i\ 
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Zeitblom's narration. In each case, the reader is con

fronted not only with the event itself, but also with 

Zeitblom's overly emotional, somewhat comical reaction to 

it. Mann controls the reader's reaction to events by 

ironically presenting Zeitblom's reactions. This indirect, 

subtle manipulation has a greater effect on most modern 

readers than would direct instructions from the author on 

how the reader should feel. By using Zeitblom, Mann is 

able to control the reader's response in such a way that 

the reader is unaware that he is being controlled. 

Zeitblom's presence unifies a diverse, episodic 

plot. Events in the Leverkiihn-Zeitblom circle of friends 

are integrated into the novel much more through zietblom 

than through Leverkiihn. The composer is so withdrawn, so 

distant from his society, that the disasters of the Roddes 

would hardly belong in his biography, were the biography 

not narrated by Zeitblom, whom the Roddes take into their 

confidence more fully than they do Leverkiihn. If the nar

rator of the biography were not so fully dramatized, the 

Rodde story might seem out of place, since it does not 

directly affect Leverkiihn. But because Zeitblom's char

acter is ever-present, and absolutely essential, he is 

able to bring the Rodde subplot unobtrusively into the 

entity of the novel. Just as Zeitblom unifies a diverse 

plot, he also prevents the polyphonies of time and 
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perspective from damaging the unity of the novel. The 

digressions which establish narrative time as a structural 

element do not detract from unity, because Zeitblom is 

always present. As seen earlier, Zeitblom creates a per

vasive irony which allows multiple simultaneous perspec

tives. The multiplicity of perspectives, however, does not 

interfere with the unity of the novel, because Zeitblom's 

unthreatening character is always in the forefront, nar

rating. The potential problem of unity in Doktor Faustus 

is great. As Konrad Gaier writes, the problem of "epic 

integration" is most severe "wo es Elemente zu verarbeiten 

gibt, die wegen ihres an sich 'zeitlosen' Charakters dem 

epischen GeschehensfluS fernstehen: theologische, phi-

losophische, wissenschaftliche, kurz: theoretische 

123 

Gehalte." The diversity of elements m Doktor Faustus 

is unified by the constant presence of the narrating char

acter, Serenus Zeitblom. 

Another form of unity is that provided by reiter

ation, the repeated mention or discussion of an event, 

usually involving foreshadowing. Zeitblom often prepares 

the reader for an event or the introduction of a theme by 

hinting at it several times, sometimes obliquely, some

times directly, before it is actually introduced. 

Zeitblom himself refers to the similarity of this technique 

to the musical practice of allowing a theme to appear 
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partially disguised, before it is fully introduced, 

although he is unaware of his success (I, 9). His fond

ness for foreshadowing stems in part from his desire to 

formulate the inclusive, conclusive statement. He hesi

tates to mention a character without providing a complete 

biographical sketch. Perhaps more importantly, Zeitblom's 

penchant for foreshadowing results from his emotional 

closeness to his subject matter, his "existentielle 

124 
Bmdung an das Leben Leverkiihns." Zeitblom cares so 

deeply about his subject, that he feels compelled to tell 

everything at once, to pour out the story of the many 

tragedies in one great periodic sentence. Therefore, 

Zeitblom hints, often quite directly, at the outcome of the 

plot or of a subplot, long before he can actually relate 

it. The frequent mention of coming events is also appro

priate to the pretense of biography. Since the readers of 

a biography generally know the basic facts about the sub

ject, important events may be freely mentioned without loss 

of effect. Zeitblom employs two extreme forms of fore

shadowing and a wide range of intermediate varieties. The 

extremes might be labeled "direct" ("Als spater Clarissa 

sich mit dem Gift . . . das Leben genommen hat" [XXIII, 

267]) and "indirect" (Adrian had begun "beim Gehen Kopf 

und Oberkorper etwas zur Seite hangen zu lassen" [XLII, 

597]). Henning makes a slightly different distinction 

\ 
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between direct foreshadowing and indirect hints that 

^ 25 
certain relationships are disturbing for Zeitblom.^ 

Zeitblom's foreshadowing does not necessarily become more 

direct as the event approaches. In a typical example, Rudi 

Schwerdtfeger's death is referred to very indirectly in 

the first chapter, when Zeitblom mentions a "fop," whom 

Leverkiihn sent to his death. When Rudi is finally presented 

as a character, Zeitblom writes of "sein f riiher, tragischer 

Tod" (270). \'^en heralding the fates of the Rodde sisters, 

Zeitblom makes a vague reference to the fact that Rudi 

meets a tragic fate as well. An instance of direct fore

shadowing is "Aber er ist tot" at the end of chapter XXXVI. 

Immediately before Rudi's death, Zeitblom foreshadows it 

very indirectly by referring to Ines Rodde's mouth as "in 

fataler Schalkhaftigkeit gespitzt" (XLII, 605). One form 

of repetition which is common in all Mann's works is, of 

course, the use of the leitmotif. In Doktor Faustus, many 

motifs appear; for instance, the coldness which is always 

associated with Leverkiihn. Since Zeitblom is not a 

novelist, but a pedantic and scholarly biographer, he can

not be credited with the conscious use of leitmotifs. How

ever the repetitive use of foreshadowing can be attributed 

to his character and his emotional closeness to his subject 

matter. 



One important effect of such extensive foreshadow

ing is the unity provided by a sort of cannon-like 

126 
"Wiederholung des Gleichen." Other effects involve 

alterations of the reader's level of awareness. The rep

etition of material in varying form allows "an event to 

make its impact more than once; the second impact derives 

12 7 
from the new realization about a situation it brings." 

Sometimes, Zeitblom's foreshadowing makes the reader aware 

of the full significance of an event which may appear less 

12 8 
important than it actually is. When, for example, after 

relating Leverkiihn' s bordello experience, Zeitblom writes, 

"Adrian sollte zuriickkehren an den Ort" (XVII, 202), he 

indirectly informs the reader that the incident is of 

lasting importance. In addition, Zeitblom's repetitive 

foreshadowing allows the creation and solution of enigmas. 

When an event is indirectly foreshadowed, the reader does 

not know the whole story; his curiosity is aroused. When 

the reader is told that Rudi will suffer a tragic death, 

he immediately begins to wonder what form that death will 

have and what will cause it. Even if specifically told 

that Clarissa will commit suicide, the reader wonders why 

and under what circumstances the event will take place. 

Since, as seen above, the hints do not necessarily grow 

more specific, each successive hint increases the mystery. 

Though the reader's awareness of what it to come may 
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gradually increase, the enigma is not solved until the 

foreshadowed event takes place. The enigmas resulting 

from foreshadowing produce tension—the sort of tension 

that arouses the reader's desire to read further, to dis

cover solutions to the enigmas confronting him. In this 

way, foreshadowing contributes not only unity, but also 

tension, or excitement, to the polyphonic novel. Fore

shadowing is made possible by the narrator's use of the 

extended perspective of narrative time: by the narrator's 

129 epic overview of the subject matter. Zeitblom, by 

virtue of his striving for completeness in each statement 

and his emotional closeness to the subject matter, is 

particularly well suited to an elaborate use of repetitive 

foreshadowing. 

The creation of tension through foreshadowing is 

one way the narrator artistically shapes Doktor Faustus; 

another involves manipulation of tension--the technique 

known as "the retarding moment." As Kate Friedemann 

explains: 

Es ist ein beliebtes Mittel in der Erzahlkunst, in dem 
Augenblick, in dem eine Handlung einem gewissen Hohe-
punkt erreicht hat, ein retardierendes Moment einzu-
schalten, sei es um die Spannung des Lesers zu erhohen, 
sei es um einen Zustand, der als langere Zeit dauernd 
gedacht ist, nicht durch ein zu rasches Weitergehen 
als momentan erscheinen zu lassen.130 

By slowing the intensification, postponing the climax, a 

retarding moment can sustain a level of tension which has 
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been reached after lengthy build up. Friedemann describes 

two methods—the insertion of an incident which is not 

important for the main development, and the digressive 

insertion of the narrator's own observations. •̂ •̂'" Zeitblom, 

of course, digresses constantly, and many of the digres

sions, in addition to having other effects, do interrupt 

the progress of the plot. Before the effect of digressions 

as retarding moments can be analyzed, the structure of the 

plot must be considered. 

The plot of Doktor Faustus is episodic. It in

volves not only Adrian Leverkiihn, but numerous other 

characters.. Plot analysis in conventional terms proves 

extremely difficult. What, for example, is the inciting 

action? The awakening of Adrian's interest in music at 

Nikolaus Leverkiihn' s house? The decision to study music? 

The bordello episode? (Or is that the climax?) To call 

the conversation with the devil the climax, as seems 

indicated by its position in the novel and in Leverkiihn' s 

life, is to ignore the emotional structure of the novel— 

the intensification of horror and despair which unifies 

the episodes and controls the reader's emotional response. 

In the first fifteen chapters, the demonic element is 

dormant. In a peaceful span of twenty years, Leverkiihn 

and Zeitblom grow up in relative normality. At the end 

of chapter XV, Leverkiihn begins his music studies in 
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Leipzig, thus determining the future course of his life. 

In the middle fifteen chapters, the demonic element be

comes dominant, both in Adrian's life (brothel episode, 

seeking out of Esmeralda, conversation with Satan) and in 

German history (World War I). The emotional impact in 

these "demonic" chapters is much greater than in the first 

part, though not nearly as great as in the final section. 

In the third fifteen-chapter section, the deaths of 

Clarissa Rodde, Rudi Schwerdtfeger, and Nepomuk 

Schneidewein occur. Clarissa's suicide is described in a 

fairly matter-of-fact manner. Rudi's death is witnessed 

by Zeitblom and thoroughly described.. That of Nepomuk is 

described in horrifying clinical detail, and the effect is 

all the more tragic because Nepomuk has been characterized 

as the most wonderful child anyone has ever seen. As E, M. 

Butler writes, "It is one of Mann's most excruciating death-

132 
bed scenes, which is saying a good deal." Immediately 

following the three tragic deaths in Chapters XXXV-XLV, 

Zeitblom describes Leverkiihn' s Dr. Fausti Weheklag, a work 

which expresses all the gloom and despair of the novel. 

The emotional climax of the novel—Leverkiihn' s confession 

and collapse—then follows very quickly. The novel builds 

constantly in emotion, reaching its maximum level of 

despair only in the final chapter. To recover from the 

deaths and Leverkiihn's collapse, the reader is offered in 
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the brief afterword a somewhat resigned lament of Germany's 

destruction and Leverkiihn' s death, and the "hope arising 

beyond despair," which is only hinted by Zeitblom's 

prayer. 

In the constant intensification of the air of gloom, 

Zeitblom inserts several retarding moments, using both 

techniques described by Friedemann. For example, between 

Nepomuk's death and the description of Leverkiihn's 

Weheklag, Zeitblom digresses at length on the rapidly pro

gressing defeat of Germany (XLVI, 649-653). (It is April 

25, 1945; only a few weeks of war remain.) One effect of 

the digression is to maintain the emotional level reached 

with Nepomuk's death, while transferring the emotion to 

Germany's tragedy. After his digression on the war, 

Zeitblom inserts an asterisk and ostensibly turns to the 

musical work. First, however, he discusses the circum

stances of its composition: what Leverkiihn looked like at 

the time, whom he saw. And then, immediately before begin

ning his analysis, Zeitblom digresses briefly again on the 

situation in Germany. The classical effect of the retard

ing moment results—the tension of waiting, at an already 

high level of emotion, to be moved to another level, is 

prolonged. Between the deaths of Clarissa and Rudi, 

Zeitblom devotes two short chapters to Frau von Tolna and 

the empresario, Fitelberg, respectively. While Fitelberg 
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provides a certain amount of comic relief, the general 

effect of the two chapters is to interrupt the process of 

heightening the tragic mood, yet without breaking the 

mood—Fitelberg's statement that txhe German character is 

essentially anti-Semitic definitely complements the tragic 

tone. Functioning as an extended retarding moment, chapters 

XXXVI and XXXVII keep the emotional level more or less 

stable, prolonging the level established by Clarissa's 

death, while awaiting the next intensification of tragedy, 

Zeitblom can hardly be credited with deliberately using the 

technique of the retarding moment, since it is a novelistic 

technique, and he is writing a biography. However, the un

conscious use of the technique is a natural result of the 

same aspect of his character which leads Zeitblom to 

digress--his pedantic desire to say everything at once. He 

does not manipulate his subject matter to achieve effects 

of plot; he simply presents his material in more or less 

chronological order, except for his characteristic digres

sions. Once again, irony arises from the fact that the 

avowed non-artist gives the supposed non-novel artistic 

form. 

Besides acting as retarding moments, digressions 

also create mood. Volkmar Sander writes that the most 

important effect of the digressions in Morike's Mozart auf 

der Reise nach Prag is that, through their frequency, they 
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133 create a specific atmosphere. Zeitblom's digressive 

lamentations of the tragedies of his friends and his 

country help create a mood of blackness and hopelessness. 

Chapter XLIII, for example, begins with a digression on 

the end of the world which makes the mood of the entire 

chapter black and dismal, although no actual tragedy occurs 

in the chapter. The chapter begins with a typical comment 

on the progress of the writing. Zeitblom says, "Meine 

Erzahlung eilt ihrem Ende zu—das tut alles" (XLIII, 612). 

From the three-word clause, appended as an afterthought, 

Zeitblom develops more than a page of lamentation on the 

end of his world. "Im Endes Zeichen steht die Welt," or 

at least Germany, whose thousand-year history had proved 

itself to be an "Irrweg . . . ins Nichts" (XLIII, 612). 

Zeitblom, "ein schlichter deutscher Mann and Gelehrter," 

has loved his country and his friend, but now he isolates 

himself in Freising from the horrors of the war and awaits 

the "Verhangnis, iiber dessen Erfiillung der Mensch nicht 

hinauszedenken vermag" (XLIII, 613). The blackness of 

such digressions permeates the novel with a mood of gloom 

and despair. Long before the action of the novel turns 

toward the demonic and the tragic, even in the first 

chapter, Zeitblom's digressions cast a pall over the 

fictitious world. At the same time, however, Zeitblom's 

lamentations appear exaggerated. The narrator's overly 
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dramatic descriptions of his trembling hands and heavy 

heart reach ridiculous extremes when, for example, 

Zeitblom writes that the bombs falling on Munich did not 

cause his hand to shake any more than usual. The thematic 

effects of this irony have been discussed, but the paradox 

is that the digressions work both ways simultaneously; they 

create a pervasive feeling of tragedy, and also present 

Zeitblom ironically through their exaggeratedness. 

Zeitblom's tendency to digress arises in large 

part from his position as a well-trained man of sound but 

limited intellect, who struggles to make definitive, 

complete statements. His predilection for digressions also 

derives from his emotional closeness to the subject matter. 

In many instances, as in the first sentence of the novel, 

it seems that his emotional involvement prevents Zeitblom 

from writing a second draft in which he straightens out 

the circumlocutory style of "ich bitte wieder ansetzen zu 

diirfen." At any rate, such digressive sentence structures 

lend an immediacy to the style: even the syntax shows the 

strain of the emotion being conveyed. Zeitblom's language 

shows the strain as well. Just as the digressions simul

taneously create a somber mood and parody that mood, the 

language is similarly paradoxical. It is, like Zeitblom's 

style in general, "eine merkwiirdige Mischung von 

Niichternheit und Pathos, steifer Umstandlichkeit und 

k\ 
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rhetorischem Schwung . . . ." Zeitblom's earnest ex

pression of pain becomes exaggerated into parody, which, 

ironically, communicates better than earnestness. 

Zeitblom, of course, is unaware of the ironic 

implications of his very serious attempt to relate the 

dual tragedy of Leverkiihn and Germany. As far as he is 

concerned, he is struggling to write a biography of a 

great composer he has known. Ironically, Zeitblom's 

struggle enables Mann to attain his goal of a polyphonic 

novel. Zeitblom's well-intentioned scholarliness causes 

him to provide unconsciously artistic form in a novel 

which for him is not a novel at all. His existential un

willingness to make a less than complete statement might 

be said to arise from fear of the unknown or of intellec

tual limitations. In any case, this aspect of Zeitblom's 

character makes his writing fundamentally digressive, and 

this basic digressiveness has several important conse

quences for the artistic form of the novel. The existence 

of Zeitblom as a narrating character allows the microcosmic 

presentation of the entire novel in the first chapter, as 

well as the creation of unity, tension, and atmosphere 

throughout the novel. Zeitblom plays a vital role in 

establishing and unifying the polyphonic structure of 

Doktor Faustus. 



CONCLUSION 

Mann called Doktor Faustus his "wildest work": in 

many ways he seems to have found it his most difficult as 

well. In the days before he began to write it, when he 

tried to persuade himself to do something else first, he 

wrote "die Schwierigkeiten scheinen uniiberwindlich. ""̂ ^̂  

One of Mann's most important techniques for overcoming the 

difficulties presented by the work was the use of the 

narrating character, Serenus Zeitblom. As Margrit Henning 

describes the situation, the use of the narrator in Doktor 

Faustus is the conditio sine qua non, the artistic principle 

which allows the contents of the novel to be presented, 

136 
and gives form to the work. Henning and others have 

provided only a partial analysis of the complex results of 

Mann's use of Zeitblom—an analysis which generally focuses 

on thematic and symbolic effect. The goal of this thesis 

has been to examine the structural and technical aspects 

of the use of Zeitblom. 

First to be examined were the general effects of 

the intercalcation of the fictitious biographer in Doktor 

Faustus. The narrator-theory proposed by Wayne Booth, as 

elaborated on by E. Bond Johnson, proved especially helpful 

in gaining insight into the most basic effect—distance. 

84 
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Zeitblom functions as a replacement of sorts for Mann in 

the work, enabling Mann to remove himself completely from 

the world of the novel. This distance provides Mann with 

a high degree of artistic control over both his subject 

matter and his reader's perception of it. The structural 

and technical effects of this distance and this control 

were examined in the remaining chapters. In the second, 

the use of Zeitblom to create a complex time structure was 

discussed. A dual chronology is created by Zeitblom's 

position at the intersection of the two time levels—nar

rated time and time of narration; his fondness for digres-

sively mentioning earlier historical periods reinforces 

the existence of a third, historical time level. Mann 

relied heavily on the contrapuntal time structure to create 

the symbolic parallels among Faust, Germany, and Leverkiihn. 

Next, Zeitblom's role in the creation of irony was explored 

In writing Doktor Faustus, Mann was faced with the problem 

of presenting a complex, perplexing reality, which defied 

reduction to a single, unified world view. In order to 

solve the problem, he created a polyphony of perception— 

an irony so pervasive that it results in objective presen

tation of the novelistic world, leaving interpretation to 

the reader. Finally, Mann's use of Zeitblom to unify and 

shape artistically the diverse subject matter and poly

phonic structure of Doktor Faustus is analyzed. 
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Theoretically at least, a distinction can be made 

between phenomena that arise naturally from Zeitblom's 

character and may be attributed to him in terms of the 

pretense, and phenomena that can only be attributed to 

Mann. Throughout this paper, the importance of the pre

tense has been emphasized. The reader of Doktor Faustus 

is told that the book is not a novel by Mann but a bio

graphy by Zeitblom. Zeitblom's effects and achievements 

have been examined in terms of the pretense, and answers 

have been found to the question implicit in such investi

gation: are the ways in which Zeitblom is used consistent 

with his character? For example, can Zeitblom's digressions 

on history be explained in terms of his character, or must 

one merely say that Mann let him digress on history in 

order to achieve a certain goal? The answer has almost 

invariably been that, yes, the effect in question arises 

naturally from Zeitblom's character. Of course, such an 

argument can become circular: it seems natural for 

Zeitblom to discuss the Reformation because he is inter

ested in that era, but the reader knows of Zeitblom's 

interest in the period as a result of his digressions. 

The main point, however, is consistency. Mann does not 

use Zeitblom in any way which conflicts with the narrator's 

character; therefore, Mann's manipulation is never obvious; 

Mann does not appear at all in the novel. Thus, Mann's 

control remains subtle and unobtrusive. 
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Mann created a fictive world, created Zeitblom to 

relate it to the reader, and then detached himself from it 

completely. This distance provided Mann a control of 

subject matter and reader, which allowed him to overcome 

the difficulties presented by the novel and achieve his 

goal of writing a novel which would encompass most of the 

great themes of his life work. The device used for achiev

ing this distance is the narrating character, Serenus 

Zeitblom. 
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